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Abstract
Projected precipitation changes due to increasing greenhouse gas concentrations
exhibit considerable spatial structure with increases in the mid- to high-latitudes,
and decreases in the subtropics. In the Equatorial regions, precipitation is pro-
jected to increase over oceans, over Africa and over the Maritime Continent, but
to decrease in the Amazon basin. The decrease in precipitation over the Amazon
basin and increase over the Maritime Continent are both enhanced in response
to plant physiological changes. The aim of this thesis is to identify basic controls
on tropical precipitation change over ocean and land, with a particular focus on
the zonal asymmetry in the Equatorial region and amplification of precipitation
changes due to vegetation.
We find that soil-moisture limits on evaporation and a teleconnection between
Equatorial Africa and the Amazon basin contribute to the zonal asymmetry in
rainfall changes over the two regions. When vegetation changes are included,
the amplification of the drying over the Amazon basin is largely due to relatively
weak local evapotranspiration, providing further evidence that loss of the Ama-
zon rain forest could lead to strong decreases in rainfall. Furthermore, we find
that tropical precipitation changes over a warm surface temperature anomaly are
related to changes in the atmospheric energy budget, and that monsoon-type
rainfall behaviour can be obtained even when the thermal inertias of land and
ocean are the same, thus partly contradicting the historical view of monsoons as
a large-scale land-sea breeze.
Our findings are based on idealised Atmospheric General Circulation Model
simulations with continental configurations ranging from flat rectangles to realistic
continents with topography. Despite their simplicity, the simulations exhibit pre-
cipitation changes similar to complex General Circulation Models, indicating that
the mechanisms identified here contribute to tropical rainfall changes on Earth.
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Global mean temperatures are projected to increase by 2 - 4 C compared to pre-
industrial conditions by the end of the 21st century due to greenhouse gas forcing
(Collins et al., 2013). The increase in temperatures is not globally uniform, with
stronger warming generally projected in the high latitudes (‘polar amplification’,
Manabe and Wetherald, 1975, Holland and Bitz, 2003, Pithan and Mauritsen,
2014, Stuecker et al., 2018) and over land (Sutton et al., 2007; Cubasch et al.,
2001; Joshi et al., 2008; Lambert and Chiang, 2007). One of the many con-
sequences of increasing temperatures for humans is the projected increase in
the occurrence of heat-waves and associated deaths (Smith et al., 2014). Habitat
loss for polar bears due to melting sea ice has become one of the most prominent
examples of climate change impacts on wildlife (Larsen et al., 2014).
While the increase in temperatures in itself has important consequences for
humans and ecosystems, the focus of this thesis is on warming-induced pre-
cipitation change, specifically in the tropics (henceforth roughly referring to the
latitudinal band between 30 South and 30 North). Simply speaking, an increase
in global temperatures leads to enhanced evaporation (E ) and precipitation (P ,
Manabe and Wetherald, 1975, Trenberth, 2011). Climate models project an in-
crease in global mean P and E of about 1 - 3 % per Kelvin warming (Collins
et al., 2013; Held and Soden, 2006). Changes in precipitation ( P ) are not
globally uniform and particularly over land decreases in precipitation combined
with increases in evaporation and temperatures can make droughts more severe,
while the increase in atmospheric moisture can lead to an intensification of storms
(Trenberth, 2011; Smith et al., 2014).
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Generally, precipitation is projected to increase in the Equatorial regions (in
this thesis roughly referring to 10 S - 10 N), decrease in the subtropics and in-
crease in the mid- to high-latitudes (Fig. 1.1, Allen and Ingram, 2002, Held and
Soden, 2006). This can be understood in terms of the ‘wet-get-wetter’ princi-
ple (see Section 2.1 and Held and Soden, 2006). According to this hypothesis,
regions in which pre-industrial P exceeds E in the annual mean (such as the
Equatorial regions and polar latitudes) will see an increase in P   E with warm-
ing, whereas regions with a negative annual mean control P   E ((P   E )ct l )
such as the subtropical oceans will see a decrease. Due to the spatial uniformity
of changes in evaporation ( E ), the changes in P   E can be roughly related to
 P itself (Held and Soden, 2006; Scheff and Frierson, 2012).
Figure 1.1: Annual mean precipitation change in percent, comparing 1986-2005 to 2081-
2100 under the RCP8.5 scenario in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project - Phase
5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012) multi-model mean over 39 models. The RCP8.5 scenario is
the ‘worst-case’ emissions scenario, in which CO2 concentrations increase from roughly
350 ppm in 1986-2005 to about 900 ppm in 2081-2100 (Collins et al., 2013). Increases in
precipitation are shown in blue shading, decreases in brown. Stippling indicates regions
where the changes are large compared to the natural variability and where at least 90%
of the models agree on the sign of change, whereas hatching indicates small changes
compared to the internal variability. The contours indicate the main regions of interest
in this thesis: the Amazon basin (cyan), Equatorial Africa (magenta) and the Maritime
Continent (dark blue). The Equator is indicated by the white, dashed line. Adapted from
IPCC (2013).
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While this simplification generally holds in the zonal mean and regionally over
oceans, it does not apply over land (Fig. 1.1, Byrne and O’Gorman, 2015, Chad-
wick et al., 2013). For example, the Amazon basin is projected to receive less
rainfall in the future, whereas at the same latitude Equatorial Africa and the Mar-
itime Continent1 are projected to see an increase in precipitation even though
(P   E )ct l > 0 in all three regions in the annual mean (Fig. 1.2, Trenberth et al.,
2011, Kang and Ahn, 2015). The fact that  P over tropical land regions does not
follow the ‘wet-get-wetter’ simplification is the motivation for Chapter 4.
Figure 1.2: Evaporation minus precipitation (E   P ) in mm/day from the ERA-Interim
reanalysis (1979-2015, Dee et al., 2011). Regions in which precipitation exceeds evap-
oration are shown in green, and regions of positive E   P are shown in brown. Figure
from J. Fasullo, National Center for Atmospheric Research Staff (Eds). Last modified 27
Feb 2017. "The Climate Data Guide: ERA-Interim: derived components." Retrieved from
https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/era-interim-derived-components on June
21, 2020.
Patterns of tropical  P over land and ocean are the subject of ongoing re-
search (Saint-Lu et al., 2019; Kooperman et al., 2018; Byrne and O’Gorman,
2015; Chadwick et al., 2014, 2013; Xie et al., 2010), and no simple theory exists
which captures all features of tropical rainfall change. Over recent decades sev-
eral mechanisms have been identified which contribute to the projected patterns
1In this thesis, the ‘Maritime Continent’ refers to the continental areas only and not the sur-
rounding oceans
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in  P in the tropics.
Sea surface temperature (SST) patterns contribute to the distribution of tropi-
cal precipitation and precipitation change over oceans with warmer regions gen-
erally getting wetter (see Section 2.2, Xie et al., 2010 and Chadwick et al., 2014).
SST anomalies can also influence  P over tropical land. For example, droughts
in the Amazon basin have been linked to warm SST anomalies in the North At-
lantic (Zeng et al., 2008; Marengo et al., 2011).
In the tropics, a warm surface temperature anomaly – be it over ocean or over
a continent – can lead to rainfall changes elsewhere. The Matsuno-Gill theory
of the tropical circulation (Gill, 1980 and Section 2.3) provides a helpful frame-
work for understanding this teleconnection. The Matsuno-Gill theory states that
introducing a surface heat source at the Equator leads to anomalous ascent and
favourable conditions for rainfall over the heating region, and to low-level conver-
gence and divergence aloft. This circulation pattern is associated with subsidence
to the east and west of the heating, leading to unfavourable conditions for rain-
fall there. For example, dry conditions over the Sahara have been connected
to the East Asian summer monsoon (Rodwell and Hoskins, 1996) and seasonal
decreases in rainfall over the Atlantic Ocean and the Amazon basin to strong
rainfall over Africa (Cook et al., 2004). In Chapter 4, this theory is employed to
relate global warming induced P decreases over the Amazon basin to circulation
changes over Equatorial Africa.
Another mechanism which contributes to tropical precipitation change pat-
terns is the land-sea warming contrast (see Section 2.4). Global warming is pro-
jected to lead to stronger temperature increases over land than over ocean. The
stronger warming can lead to anomalous ascent and rainfall over land, at least
temporarily while the atmospheric circulation acts to export energy towards the
ocean (Lambert et al., 2011).
The land-sea warming contrast is not a consequence of the different heat ca-
pacities over land and ocean (Sutton et al., 2007; Cubasch et al., 2001; Joshi
et al., 2008; Lambert et al., 2011). Instead, the land-sea warming contrast is
partly due to the fact that evaporation over land is more constrained compared
to over ocean. Over land, evaporation is inhibited by the availability of moisture
in the soil (Budyko, 1974; Manabe, 1969). In addition, plants are able to restrict
the amount of moisture they release to the atmosphere (transpiration) particu-
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larly in response to environmental changes (Sellers et al., 1996; Swann, 2018).
The impact of limited evapotranspiration due to soil moisture and vegetation on
continental  P will be investigated in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
Vegetation responses to climate change are manifold and depend on plant
type and environmental stress factors among other things (see Section 2.5). From
an atmospheric perspective, a key process is evapotranspiration (ET) as this pro-
vides moisture for precipitation. Plants lose water and take up CO2 for photo-
synthesis through small pores on the bottom of their leaves called stomata. An
increase in atmospheric CO2 allows plants to reduce the conductance of their
stomata, and thus to take up the same amount of CO2 at a lower water cost
(Sellers et al., 1996; Swann, 2018). An increase in CO2 could therefore result
in an ET decrease. However, CO2 fertilization also allows plants to grow more
biomass and increase their leaf area which in turn could potentially enhance ET.
While the vegetation response to CO2 forcing remains highly uncertain in natu-
ral ecosystems, the effect of vegetation on ET in Earth System Models tends to
be dominated by the decrease due to closure of plant stomata rather than the in-
crease due to a greater leaf area index (Swann et al., 2016; Swann, 2018; Skinner
et al., 2017).
Due to the controls of vegetation on ET, climate change will not only have an
effect on vegetation, but vegetation will also feed back to the atmosphere, po-
tentially changing the strength and distribution of rainfall over land (see Section
2.6). Chadwick et al. (2017) suggested that most of the precipitation change over
the Amazon basin is due to the plant physiological response to CO2 forcing. In
climate models or model simulations which do not include vegetation changes,
precipitation decreases over the Amazon basin and increases over the Maritime
Continent. When the vegetation response is included, the P decrease (hence-
forth also ‘drying’) of the Amazon basin and P increase (‘wetting’) of the Maritime
Continent are both amplified (Skinner et al., 2017; Chadwick et al., 2017). The
amplification of  P due to plant physiological changes is the motivation for Chap-
ter 5.
On a more fundamental level,  P following a climate perturbation can be re-
lated to changes in the atmospheric energy budget (see Section 2.8). For exam-
ple, the Hadley circulation – two global-scale atmospheric cells with ascending
air near the Equator, upper-level poleward flow, descent in the dry subtropics
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and equatorward near-surface flow – is essentially driven by energy gradients be-
tween the Equator and the poles, and between the Northern and the Southern
Hemisphere (see Section 2.7). The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) – as-
sociated with heavy convective rainfall – is located in the ascending region of this
meridional circulation (Dima and Wallace, 2003; Bischoff and Schneider, 2014).
Several studies have shown that cooling of one hemisphere (e.g. by introducing
an ice sheet) leads to shifts of the ITCZ away from the cooler and into the warmer
hemisphere (Section 2.7, Broccoli et al., 2006, Peyser and Poulsen, 2008). The
large-scale circulation also has an impact on regional precipitation. For example,
one theory for summer monsoons is that they are a regional manifestation of the
seasonally migrating ITCZ (see Section 2.9). An energetic perspective on mon-
soons and on precipitation change in response to localised surface warming will
be discussed in Chapter 6.
1.1 Research Questions
This study contributes to the understanding of tropical precipitation change by
addressing the following key questions.
1. Why is the Amazon basin projected to dry out whereas Equatorial Africa is
likely to receive more rainfall in the future, even though both regions see a
positive P   E in the unperturbed climate?
2. Why do plant physiological changes lead to an amplification of precipitation
change, i.e. more drying over the Amazon basin and more wetting over the
Maritime Continent compared to climate models without a representation of
vegetation?
3. What are the mechanisms controlling tropical rainfall and warming-induced
changes thereof over land versus ocean?
In this thesis, the idealised Atmospheric General Circulation Modelling frame-
work ’Isca’ (Vallis et al., 2018) is used (see Section 3). This flexible framework
enables us to design climate modeling experiments with minimum – yet sufficient
– complexity in order to capture the behavior of  P which we are interested in.
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1.2 Thesis Structure
In Chapter 2, the necessary background knowledge for motivating the research
aims and for understanding the results is outlined, including the ‘wet-get-wetter’
principle, the relationship between SSTs and precipitation, the Matsuno-Gill the-
ory, the land-sea warming contrast, vegetation - atmosphere interactions, changes
in the large-scale circulation, the atmospheric energy budget and a brief overview
of monsoons.
In Chapter 3, ‘Isca’ – the University of Exeter’s modelling framework for de-
signing idealised Atmospheric GCMs (Vallis et al., 2018) – is described and an
overview of the simulations studied in this thesis is given. These introductory
chapters are followed by three results chapters (Chapters 4, 5 and 6), which ad-
dress the key questions stated in Section 1.1 in order. In Chapter 7, the main
findings from this thesis are summarised and discussed in a broader context, and
possible avenues for future research are presented.
In Chapter 4, in order to study the P decrease over the Amazon basin and
increase over Equatorial Africa (Question 1, Section 1.1), we first find a model
set-up in Isca with realistic continents and topography which captures these  P
patterns under a doubling of CO2. This set-up is then simplified by representing
Africa and America with two idealised, flat continents of rectangular shape, span-
ning the entire tropical band (30 S to 30 N). Even in this simplified simulation,
the relevant  P patterns from complex models are still captured. This motivates
us to study changes in the atmospheric circulation in our idealised simulations
and infer that similar processes might govern P changes in more comprehensive
models.
We find that the enhancement of ascent and precipitation over idealised Equa-
torial Africa (10 S - 10 N) leads to subsidence and drying over the Amazon
basin. In addition, limited evaporation from land surfaces contributes to the zon-
ally asymmetric rainfall response over Equatorial Africa and South America with
global warming. The results from Chapter 4 were published in Geophysical Re-
search Letters (Pietschnig et al., 2019).
In Chapter 5, the impact of changes in stomatal conductance on  P is in-
vestigated by including a simple representation of this constraint on evaporation
over land surfaces in Isca, in addition to the limitation due to soil moisture. First
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and foremost, in a simulation with realistic continents, the additional evaporative
resistance leads to an amplification of  P over the Amazon basin and the Mar-
itime Continent compared to the simulations where only soil moisture is included,
as expected from Earth System Models. In order to address the question why
different land regions respond differently to vegetation changes (Question 2, Sec-
tion 1.1), we study  P for several rectangular continents with longitudinal extent
ranging from 3  to 100  and varying degrees of stomatal closure with warming.
We find that for a very narrow continent, precipitation increases more strongly
when evaporation ceases with warming than when some moisture is provided by
the land surface. This is due to strong temperature increases and enhancement
of convection over the continent, which draws in moisture from the surrounding
oceans.
Motivated by the results from Chapter 4, we also study the impact of idealised
Africa on idealised America when changes in stomatal conductance are taken into
account. We find that the stronger drying over the Amazon basin when stomatal
conductance is reduced by 50% is mostly caused by local responses over South
America, rather than by an enhancement of the teleconnection from Chapter 4.
Evaporation over South America near the Equator becomes ‘energy limited’ in the
Budyko framework, and hence E does not increase in step with P . Moisture for
the strong rainfall increase along the Equator must thus be provided from other
parts of the Amazon basin, leading to a decrease in rainfall there.
In Chapter 6, the fundamental question of what controls tropical rainfall and
rainfall changes with warming over land and over ocean is addressed (Question
3, Section 1.1). Inspired by the Matsuno-Gill theory and the results from Chap-
ter 4, rainfall changes for four types of surface warming are investigated. These
simulations show that changes in surface temperatures alone are not a good in-
dicator of rainfall changes – unlike what one might expect from the Matsuno-Gill
theory – when changes in humidity occur. Instead, the atmospheric energy bud-
get provides a useful framework for understanding tropical  P . In addition, the
seasonal migration of the tropical rain band over land and ocean can be related
to the near-surface energy content of the atmosphere. We find that a monsoon-
type behaviour is exhibited over land even when heat capacity and albedo are the




2.1 The ‘wet-get-wetter’ principle
The paradigm that wet (P  E > 0) regions get wetter and dry (P  E < 0) regions






⌘ ↵ (T ) (2.1)
where L is the latent heat of vapourisation (⇡ 2.45 · 106 J/kg) and R is the gas
constant for water vapour (⇡ 461.5 J/(kg · K), Held and Soden, 2006). For temper-
atures typical of the lower atmosphere ↵ ⇡ 7%K  1. This equation states that the
saturation vapour pressure (es , in hPa) increases with increasing temperatures
(T , in K). In other words, the atmospheric capacity to hold water increases with
increasing temperatures. At constant low-level relative humidity (r = 100 · e/es ,
in %) – which has been proven to be true over oceans in climate models (Byrne
and O’Gorman, 2016) – the partial pressure of water vapour (e) increases in step
with es (Held and Soden, 2006; Trenberth, 2011).
Assuming that the atmospheric circulation does not change, Held and Soden
(2006) argued that the increase in low-level vapour content of the atmosphere
– the ‘thermodynamic’ response to warming (Seager et al., 2010) – could be
expected to result in an increase in P   E through
 (P   E ) = ↵ T (P   E )ct l . (2.2)
P   E is equal to the atmospheric moisture flux convergence in the annual mean
through
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Here, q is specific humidity (in kg/kg), v the velocity vector, g ⇡ 9.81 m/s2 the
gravitational acceleration on Earth and the integral is performed over the entire
atmospheric column (p = 0 at the top of the atmosphere, and p = pS at the
surface, Trenberth and Stepaniak, 2001; Wills and Schneider, 2015).
The ‘wet-get-wetter’ approximation in Equation 2.2 essentially states that for
a temperature increase ( T > 0), patterns of (P   E )ct l will simply become
amplified, i.e. a more positive P   E near the Equator and in the mid- to high-
latitudes, and a more negative P E in the subtropical regions (Fig. 1.2). Held and
Soden (2006) further showed that  P has significantly more meridional structure
than changes in evaporation and therefore related  (P   E ) directly to  P .
While the wet-get-wetter principle generally works well over oceans and glob-
ally in the zonal mean (Held and Soden, 2006),  P over land is more complex
(Chadwick et al., 2013; Byrne and O’Gorman, 2015). As discussed in Chapter 1,
the Amazon basin and Equatorial Africa both see a strongly positive P   E in the
pre-industrial climate (see Fig. 1.2), but the Amazon basin is projected to dry out
(i.e. P will decrease) under global warming while Equatorial Africa will probably
receive more rainfall in the future (see Fig. 1.1). These changes in rainfall, which
do not follow the ‘wet-get-wetter’ paradigm, will be examined in Chapter 4.
One might expect evaporation to increase at roughly 7% per Kelvin due to the
increase in es and hence e (Eq. 2.1). However, evaporation and precipitation
(i.e. the strength of the hydrological cycle) do not increase as much as expected
from Clausius-Clapeyron. Instead, the global-mean increase is about 3% per
Kelvin (Collins et al., 2013; Allen and Ingram, 2002; Boer, 1993; Held and Soden,
2006). The strength of the hydrological cycle does not simply increase in step
with the surface temperature increase, due to the fact that P and E are controlled
by the atmospheric energy budget (Mitchell et al., 1987; Boer, 1993; Collins et al.,
2013).
An important consequence of the weaker increase in P compared to atmo-
spheric moisture content is a weakening of the atmospheric circulation (Held and
Soden, 2006). Precipitation can be simplified as P ⇡ M · !, where ! is the
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water vapour mixing ratio1 (mass of water vapour per mass of dry air, in kg/kg)
in the boundary layer (Held and Soden, 2006; Chadwick et al., 2013). M is the
mass transport from the boundary layer to the free troposphere, excluding non-
precipitating shallow convection. Since the increase in P in climate models is
roughly 3% per Kelvin, much less than the 7% / K increase in !, M must de-
crease with warming. This weakening of the circulation is part of the ‘dynamic’
response to warming, combined with shifts in the circulation (Seager et al., 2010).
2.2 SST pattern changes influence tropical precipi-
tation change
In addition to the ‘wet-get-wetter’ principle,  P over tropical oceans has also been
shown to be sensitive to changes in SST patterns (Xie et al., 2010; Chadwick
et al., 2014), i.e. ocean regions with stronger warming than the tropical mean
also see larger increases in precipitation. Chadwick et al. (2014) demonstrated
that this ‘warmer-get-wetter’ principle applies on all timescales. Neelin and Held
(1987) argued that the relationship between surface temperatures and precipita-
tion is due to the fact that warmer sea surface temperatures lead to an increase in
low-level moisture which destabilises the atmosphere in terms of moist convection
(see Section 2.8).
Changes in SST patterns do not only influence maritime, but also continen-
tal  P . For example, South American rainfall outside of the rainforest regions is
thought to be largely controlled by Pacific SST anomalies, with El Niño events
resulting in less rainfall, particularly in the wet season (Moron et al., 1995; Er-
fanian and Fomenko, 2017). However, the 2005 and 2010 dry-season (May -
September) droughts in the Amazon basin are more likely linked to warm SST
anomalies in the North Atlantic (Zeng et al., 2008; Marengo et al., 2011). Warmer
SSTs lead to stronger convection in the North Atlantic and – consequently – more
subsidence in the South Atlantic and over the Amazon, reducing rainfall in those
areas. The mechanism by which a warm SST anomaly in one region can impact
the circulation elsewhere is described in the following section.
1The mixing ratio is related to specific humidity q via q =
!
! + 1
, and since ! << 1, q ⇡ !.
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2.3 Matsuno-Gill Circulation
The Matsuno-Gill model of the tropical circulation is a valuable framework for
understanding present-day and future circulation patterns in the vicinity of a lo-
calised surface heat source. According to Gill (1980), a surface heating centered
at the Equator results in the formation of an equatorially trapped Kelvin wave prop-
agating the information eastward (Fig. 2.1a). A circulation develops with ascent
over the heat source and descent to the East. The heating of the atmosphere
also triggers a Rossby wave which propagates information westward and results
in sinking to the west of the heat source (Fig. 2.1b). The signature of the equa-
torially trapped Rossby wave is a cyclone pair near the surface and associated
westerly winds, and an anti-cyclone pair aloft (Fig. 2.2). The maximum speed
of the Rossby wave is less than that of the Kelvin wave, hence the associated
circulation patterns only extend about one third to the west of the heat source












Figure 2.1: Schematic of Kelvin and Rossby-type surface pressure (a-c) and vertical wind
(d) anomalies due to the imposed heating at the Equator centered around x = y = 0 and
corresponding horizontal wind vectors. The horizontal extent of the imposed heating in




is the equatorial deformation
radius,   the Rossby parameter and c the wave speed. In (a)-(c), the contours show
negative pressure anomalies, in (d) the contours show vertical velocity with ascending
motion inside the red contour and sinking outside. Figure from Vallis (2017) with slight
modifications.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic by Wang et al. (2016) linking the Madden-Julian-Oscillation to the
Matsuno-Gill theory. The typical ascent over an Equatorial heat-source with Kelvin and
Rossby lows to the East and West of the heating.
One of the most prominent examples of a Matsuno-Gill circulation is the Walker
circulation, an atmospheric cell in zonal direction over the Pacific Ocean (Maher
et al., 2019; Bjerknes, 1969; Julian and Chervin, 1978). Climatologically, warm
waters around Indonesia and relatively cool temperatures in the Equatorial East
Pacific lead to ascent and rainfall in the western Pacific, westerly winds aloft, de-
scent in the eastern Pacific and near-surface easterlies. During an El Niño event,
when the Eastern and Central Pacific Ocean are anomalously warm, a slow-
down and shift in the Walker Circulation occurs (Julian and Chervin, 1978). The
ascending branch of the circulation is shifted towards the Central Pacific leading
to anomalously low rainfall over the Maritime Continent (Ropelewski and Halpert,
1987), but also droughts in the Amazon basin have been associated with El Niño
(Hastenrath and Heller, 1977; Tedeschi and Collins, 2016).
As pointed out by Gill (1980), the tropical continents can be considered surface
heat sources of relatively small extent. Cook et al. (2004) utilized the Matsuno-
Gill framework to explain the formation of a zonal circulation between Africa and
South America in the present-day climate, with an ascending branch over Africa
and a descending branch over South America. Subsidence is associated with
low relative humidity (Charney, 1975) and dry conditions (Rodwell and Hoskins,
1996), whereas ascent is associated with precipitation, particularly in the mon-
soon regions (Nie et al., 2010). Hence, strong rainfall over Africa is associated
with dry conditions and little rainfall over the Atlantic Ocean and tropical South
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America, particularly the Nordeste region of Brazil in January (Cook et al., 2004).
Similarly, Rodwell and Hoskins (1996) argued that the Saharan desert is a result
of the subsidence associated with the Rossby wave response to the Asian sum-
mer monsoon. In Chapter 4, the Matsuno-Gill theory will be employed to study
warming-induced precipitation changes over Africa and South America, and in
Chapter 6, the circulation and precipitation responses to different types of surface
warming will be studied.
2.4 Land-Sea Warming Contrast
Land regions are generally projected to warm more than ocean regions with in-
creasing CO2 levels (Sutton et al., 2007; Cubasch et al., 2001). This can not be
related to the different heat capacities of land and ocean, which only affect the
transient warming contrast (Sutton et al., 2007; Joshi et al., 2008; Dong et al.,
2009). Joshi et al. (2008) introduced a conceptual model to explain the equilib-
rium land-sea warming contrast. They proposed the existence of a level ‘CH ’ in
the atmosphere, at which  T is globally uniform. This is particularly relevant for
the tropics, where the weakness of the Coriolis force inhibits the atmosphere from
maintaining strong horizontal temperature gradients (‘Weak Temperature Gradi-
ent approximation’, WTG, Sobel et al., 2001). The tropospheric lapse rate  
decreases less over land than over ocean, since it is closer to the dry adiabatic
lapse rate and therefore (nearly) independent of atmospheric humidity. Given a
uniform warming at level CH, the different changes in   over land and ocean lead
to a greater increase in land temperatures compared to the ocean.
The fact that the lapse rate over land is closer to a dry adiabat, whereas over
ocean atmospheric profiles tend to be saturated (Joshi et al., 2008; Lambert et al.,
2011), is due to land evaporation being limited by soil moisture availability (Man-
abe, 1969). Evaporative resistance over land also directly contributes to the land-
sea warming contrast: Under the same radiative forcing, the ability of the land
surface to release excess energy via latent cooling is restricted compared to the
ocean and the radiative forcing must instead be balanced by an increase in sen-
sible heat and upwelling longwave radiation (Manabe et al., 1991; Dong et al.,
2009). Joshi et al. (2008) suggested another mechanism via which limited evap-
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oration over land contributes to the land-sea warming contrast. While over oceans
relative humidity near the surface is generally constant or shows a slight increase
with warming, low-level r decreases over land in GCMs (Byrne and O’Gorman,
2016). Joshi et al. (2008) related this to the horizontal transport of moisture from
ocean to the warmer land at a level C above the boundary layer. Since this level
is cooler than the surface, the specific humidity at level C (qC ) corresponds to a
lower relative humidity over the warmer land. The land surface initially evaporates
in order to compensate for the gradient between the saturation specific humidity
at surface temperature and qC . However, evaporation quickly becomes limited by
available moisture, again leading to an increase in surface temperatures (Joshi
et al., 2008; Lambert et al., 2011).
Interestingly, the land-sea warming contrast   =  TL TO , where  TL and  TO
denote land and ocean surface temperature changes, respectively, is remarkably
similar under transient and equilibrium climate change (Lambert et al., 2011; Man-
abe et al., 1991; Joshi et al., 2008). Lambert et al. (2011) argued that this is due
to a rapid adjustment in the atmospheric transport of energy between land and
sea. Depending on the experimental design - be it a uniform increase in SSTs,
a doubling of CO2 with fixed control-climate SSTs or a mixed-layer ocean that is
free to respond to the CO2 forcing - the atmosphere exports energy away from
the regions of stronger heating to regions of no or weaker warming. In the case
of a uniform SST increase, where the ocean warms instantly while land surface
temperatures initially remain unperturbed, convection increases over the ocean
and subsidence over land, resulting in rainfall shifts from land to ocean and warm-
ing of the land. This atmospheric energy transport maintains its strength in the
equilibrium climate. Conversely, in a doubling of CO2 experiment (with or with-
out fixed SSTs), the atmosphere transports energy away from the land, thereby
shifting P away from the ocean towards the land. The atmospheric heat transport
from land to ocean constrains the land to warm at roughly the same rate as the
ocean. When equilibrium is reached, the atmospheric heat transport from land to
ocean ceases (Lambert et al., 2011).
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2.5 Vegetation response to CO2 forcing
In the previous section on the land-sea warming contrast, we only mentioned
the availability of soil moisture as a limiting factor for evaporation over land. As
we will discuss here, in addition to soil moisture, vegetation plays an important
role in modulating evapotranspiration from the land surface and thus regional
precipitation. For example, evapotranspiration from the Amazon rain forest has
been shown to impact rainfall over the region and therefore deforestation could
increase the risk of drought (Spracklen et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2017; Spracklen
et al., 2018). Evapotranspiration is an essential source of moisture for rainfall in
the Amazon basin and plays an important role in the transition from dry to wet
period in the Southern Amazon (Wright et al., 2017).
In addition to the present-day climate, vegetation responses to increasing at-
mospheric CO2 levels affect evapotranspiration and thus potentially precipitation
changes. Plants take up CO2 from the atmosphere through small pores on their
leaves called ‘stomata’ (Sellers et al., 1996). Simultaneously, water is lost through
the same pathway (‘transpiration’). Plants can regulate the stomatal aperture,
thereby controlling transpiration and CO2 uptake.
Plant physiological responses to increasing CO2 levels in the atmosphere
are complex and depend on water stress, nutrient availability and light limitation
among other factors (Skinner et al., 2018; Swann et al., 2016). On the one hand,
stomatal conductance has been shown to decrease in response to increasing
CO2 concentrations (Ainsworth and Long, 2005), potentially causing a decrease
in evapotranspiration (Sellers et al., 1996). On the other hand, CO2 fertilization
generally results in a greater leaf area index in most tropical regions (Skinner
et al., 2018; Kooperman et al., 2018) and thus potentially enhanced evapotran-
spiration (ET), albeit changes in leaf area are associated with large uncertainties
(Swann, 2018; Mahowald et al., 2016). The decrease in stomatal conductance,
rather than the increase in leaf area, dominates the ET response to CO2 in Earth
System Models (Skinner et al., 2017; Swann et al., 2016; Swann, 2018), but the
ecosystem response in the real world is highly uncertain (Swann, 2018).
In order to gain insight into the response of different kinds of natural ecosys-
tems to elevated CO2 concentrations, the Free Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) field
experiments were developed (Ainsworth and Long, 2005). Prior to the installment
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of the FACE sites, the study of ecosystem responses to elevated CO2 was re-
stricted to small-scale ecosystems in confined conditions such as greenhouses,
where the plants’ environment is significantly altered compared to natural condi-
tions. While those small-scale studies formed the basis for our understanding of
plant physiological responses to CO2 forcing, they might not yield results repre-
sentative of the natural response of large ecosystems to greenhouse gas forcing.
Large-scale FACE experiments provide better estimates of how natural ecosys-
tems might respond to climate change by allowing free exchange with the atmo-
sphere (Ainsworth and Long, 2005). However, most FACE sites are located in
temperate climates, whereas ecosystems in tropical as well as arctic climates
have been mostly neglected so far. At FACE sites, jets of CO2-enriched air or
pure CO2 gas are released into an ecosystem such as a grassland, plantation or
forest, such that CO2 is elevated by about 200 ppm to 475 - 600 ppm depend-
ing on the ambient levels (De Kauwe et al., 2013). Winds and diffusion naturally
distribute the CO2 across the site. Inferring from Ainsworth and Long (2005) and
Ainsworth and Rogers (2007)’s estimates from FACE sites, stomatal conductance
(gs ) decreases by roughly 10% per 100 ppm CO2 increase. Those estimates do
not represent tropical ecosystems, however, since most sites are located between
35  and 45 N (Ainsworth and Long, 2005), and there is also considerable vari-
ability between different plant functional types, with the least responsive plants
showing an 8% decrease (shrubs), and the most responsive (C3 grass) an 18%
decrease per 100 ppm (Ainsworth and Rogers, 2007).
2.6 Changes in evapotranspiration and precipita-
tion due to plant physiological changes
Changes in ET over land are associated with changes in P (Spracklen et al.,
2012; Kooperman et al., 2018; Skinner et al., 2017). Over the Amazon basin
and the Maritime Continent, the vegetation response to increasing CO2 levels
tends to amplify the P response compared to models or simulations where the
plant physiological response is not included (Swann et al., 2016; Chadwick et al.,
2017; Skinner et al., 2017; Kooperman et al., 2018). Over Equatorial Africa, the
effect of plant physiological changes on  P is less clear.
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In Earth System Models, changes due to increasing CO2 can be separated
into two components: Changes due to radiative transfer changes (‘r adCO2’) –
where the CO2 increase only affects atmospheric radiative forcing while the veg-
etation scheme sees pre-industrial CO2 levels – and changes due to the plant
physiological response (‘vegCO2’) where only the vegetation scheme responds to
CO2 forcing while the radiative forcing is held at pre-industrial conditions (Swann
et al., 2016; Skinner et al., 2017).
The plant physiological response (vegCO2) – which tends to be dominated
by changes in stomatal conductance in ESMs (see Section 2.5, Swann et al.,
2016, Swann, 2018, Skinner et al., 2017) – leads to a decrease in ET over all
land regions between about 15 S and 15 N (Swann et al., 2016; Skinner et al.,
2017; Kooperman et al., 2018). In contrast, in the CMIP5 multimodel mean, ET
increases over Equatorial Africa and the Maritime Continent in r adCO2 experi-
ments, while the response is mixed over the Amazon basin (Swann et al., 2016).
In the full RCP8.5 scenario simulations in the CMIP5 multi-model mean, ET is
projected to decrease over the Amazon basin, whereas over Equatorial Africa
and the Maritime Continent the changes are slightly positive (Collins et al., 2013),
although in Swann et al. (2016), where fewer CMIP5 members are considered,
the changes are slightly negative in those regions except for the East Coast of
Equatorial Africa. Projections of both  P and  ET are relatively uncertain in the
tropics compared to other land regions (Collins et al., 2013, Kooperman et al.,
2018 and see Fig. 1.1).
The relationship between P and ET varies from one tropical land region to
another. For example P increases over the Maritime Continent and decreases
over the Amazon basin in vegCO2, even though ET decreases over all land re-
gions between 15  South and North in those simulations (Skinner et al., 2017;
Swann et al., 2016; Kooperman et al., 2018). Chadwick et al. (2019), Saint-Lu
et al. (2019) and Kooperman et al. (2018) suggested that P over the Maritime
Continent increases in vegCO2, because the decrease in ET changes the lo-
cal circulation such that more moisture is advected from the surrounding ocean.
We will examine the response of P and ET to a decrease in stomatal conduc-
tance with warming for different regions and varying degrees of stomatal closure
in Chapter 5.
In summary, stomatal closure leads to a reduction in ET, whereas changes in
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the radiative transfer tend to increase ET over land regions between 15 S and
15 N. Due to the interplay between ET and P it is important to understand that
including the plant physiological response in GCMs does not necessarily result in
a reduction in ET. This is only true in vegCO2 simulations. When both radiative
transfer changes and stomatal closure are taken into account, the response to
CO2 forcing will be mixed. This is due to the fact that in some regions P can
increase (either through enhanced moisture advection or due to changes in the
radiative transfer) and thus provide more moisture for ET. This will be further
discussed in Chapter 5.
2.7 Changes in the ITCZ
The large-scale atmospheric circulation can roughly be divided into three zonal-
mean2 overturning cells in each hemisphere: The Hadley cells in the tropics,
the Ferrel cells in the mid-latitudes and the polar cells in the high-latitudes. The
Hadley circulation consists of ascending air in the tropics, poleward flow aloft,
subsidence in the subtropics and a return flow near the surface (Hadley, 1735;
Dima and Wallace, 2003; Schneider, 2006). This meridional circulation is essen-
tially driven by stronger heating of the Earth’s surface by the Sun near the Equator
than towards the poles and seasonally stronger heating in one hemisphere. The
Hadley circulation transports energy from the tropics into the subtropics (Pierre-
humbert, 2002) and from the energetically ‘richer’ summer hemisphere into the
‘poorer’ winter hemisphere (Donohoe et al., 2013; Fasullo and Trenberth, 2008).
Most of the energy transport occurs in the upper branches of the Hadley cells,
whereas the lower branches transport moisture and thus mass in the opposite
direction (Held, 2001; Pierrehumbert, 2002; Frierson et al., 2013). During boreal
spring and autumn, the two Hadley cells straddle the Equator, but as the Sun
migrates into the respective summer hemisphere, so does the ascending branch
and the cells are no longer equal in size and strength (Fig. 2.3, Dima and Wallace,
2003, Gadgil, 2018).
The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is located roughly 2  North of the
Equator in the annual mean, but migrates seasonally and on geological timescales
2The atmospheric circulation is not zonally uniform but shows significant longitudinal variability,
and hence the zonal mean picture is an ‘idealised’ concept (Maher et al., 2019).
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Figure 2.3: Atmospheric meridional
mass streamfunction in the tropics
(30 S - 30 N) showing the two Hadley
cells to the south (HS ) and north (HN )
of the Equator averaged over a) March
April May (MAM), b) June July August
(JJA), c) September October Novem-
ber (SON) and d) December January
February (DJF). Positive/negative con-
tours indicate clockwise/anti-clockwise
circulation (red/blue shading) and con-
tours are spaced at 1010 kg/s. Based
on the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay
et al., 1996) for 1981-2010. Figure
adapted from Qian et al. (2016).
(Donohoe et al., 2013). The ITCZ is co-located with the ascending branch of the
Hadley circulation in the moist Equatorial region, forming a band of heavy con-
vective rainfall (Dima and Wallace, 2003; Bischoff and Schneider, 2014). When
an extra-tropical cooling (such as an ice-sheet) is applied, the ITCZ shifts away
from this cooling (Broccoli et al., 2006; Peyser and Poulsen, 2008). Frierson et al.
(2013) provided evidence for the importance of the northward oceanic heat trans-
port in positioning the ITCZ in the Northern Hemisphere. Based on the energy
input to the atmosphere from TOA fluxes only, the ITCZ would be expected to
sit in the Southern Hemisphere which receives slightly more net radiation (Frier-
son et al., 2013). Thus, in a simulation where the ocean heat transport is made
hemispherically symmetric, the ITCZ shifts into the Southern Hemisphere.
Byrne and Schneider (2016) showed that the majority of CMIP5 models project
a narrowing and northward shift of the ITCZ with warming under the RCP8.5 sce-
nario (comparing the end of the 21st Century to the historical period, 1976 -
2005). Upward velocities increase in the deep convecting regions close to the
Equator (‘deep-tropics squeeze’, Lau and Kim, 2015) and decrease in the de-
scent regions. The width of the Hadley circulation is also projected to increase,
which – in combination with the narrowing of the ITCZ – results in an expansion
of the descent regions in the subtropics. This narrowing of time-mean ascent
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and expansion of subsidence regions results in an increase in longwave-radiative
cooling through the ‘dry-radiator fins’ (Pierrehumbert, 1995). Therefore, climate
model biases in the ITCZ width and changes thereof could potentially affect the
climate sensitivity of the model.
2.8 Energetics of tropical precipitation
The moist static energy (MSE or h, in J/kg) of an air parcel is defined as
h = cpT + gz + Lq (2.4)
where cp is the heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure (⇡ 1004 J/(kg ·
K), Yano and Ambaum, 2017). With g ⇡ 9.81 m/s2 being Earth’s gravitational
acceleration and z denoting the geopotential height in meters, gz is the specific
gravitational potential energy in m2/s2 or J/kg. L is the latent heat of vapourisation
(⇡ 2.45 · 106 J/kg) and q is the specific humidity of the air in kg/kg. The sum of
the first two terms is the dry static energy (s , in J/kg), which is constant for dry
adiabatic processes (potential temperature ✓ = const .). Similarly, h is conserved
under moist adiabatic processes (equivalent potential temperature ✓e = const .,
e.g. Yanai et al., 1973).
In the annual mean (denoted by overbars), the energy budget of the atmo-
sphere is given by
pSπ
0
+.(h + k )vdp
g
= FT   FS (2.5)
where FT and FS denote the top of the atmosphere and surface net energy fluxes
(in W/m2), respectively (both positive downward), v is the velocity vector (m/s) and
p is the pressure in hPa (e.g. Trenberth and Solomon, 1994; Neelin and Held,
1987). The vertical integral is taken between the top of the atmosphere (p =
0) and the surface (pS ). The flux of kinetic energy (k ) is often neglected (Oort
and Vonder Haar, 1976; Bischoff and Schneider, 2014). The left hand side less
the kinetic energy is the vertically integrated moist static energy flux divergence
(FMSE , in W/m2).
In the zonal mean (denoted by square brackets), the vertical integral of the
moist static energy flux (hv) is related to the net energy input to the atmosphere
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= [Fnet ] (2.6)
(Bischoff and Schneider, 2014; Wei and Bordoni, 2018; Neelin and Held, 1987).
In order to relate changes in surface temperatures to precipitation changes for
example during El Niño events, Neelin and Held (1987) introduced the concept of
gross moist stability ( h = h1 h2, in J/kg), where the subscripts 1 and 2, respec-


















where pM is the mid-tropospheric level (the boundary between the two atmo-
spheric layers 1 and 2), above (below) which most of the poleward (equatorward)
mass transport occurs (Frierson, 2007). vh denotes the horizontal velocity vector















Combining Equations 2.7 and 2.8 and using the assumption that +.vh,1 =  +.vh,2



















 h is a measure for the efficiency of the large-scale circulation to transport energy
(Geen et al., 2020; Inoue and Back, 2015; Raymond et al., 2009). The gross moist
stability is usually denoted as  h (Neelin and Held, 1987) or  m (e.g. Seo et al.,
2017, Kang et al., 2009). Since   is reserved for changes between the perturbed
and control climate in this thesis (e.g.  P for precipitation changes), we denote
the gross moist stability as  h.
The gross moist stability can also be expressed in terms of energy and mass
transports rather than their divergences (Wei and Bordoni, 2018; Frierson, 2007;
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i.e. the moist static energy flux divergence divided by the dry static energy flux
divergence vertically integrated over the entire column (Inoue and Back, 2015;
Raymond et al., 2009).








and assuming that vertical velocities at p = 0 and ps are zero leaving only the
horizontal velocity vector vh , the time-mean moist static energy flux divergence
can be split into
+.(hvh) = +.(hvh + h0v0h) = h+.vh + vh .+h + +.(h0v0h). (2.13)
Primed quantities are deviations from the time mean (i.e. transients). Dropping






, Neelin and Held (1987)
obtained
  h+.vh,2 ⇡ Fnet (2.14)
(comparing Eq. 2.9 to Eq. 2.12). In order to justify that vh .+h and +.(h0v0h) can
both be neglected, the moist static energy is split into the contribution from dry
static energy and latent heat (h = s + Lq ). Neelin and Held (1987) argued that
the advection of dry static energy (vh .+s ) can be neglected in the tropics, where
gradients of temperature and geopotential height are small (due to the weak-
temperature-gradient approximation, see Section 2.4). The advection of latent
heat (Lvh .+q ) can be neglected because the moisture field has larger spatial
scales than the mean flow (Neelin and Held, 1987). For the assumption that the
dry static energy eddy term (+.s 0v0h) can be neglected, Neelin and Held (1987)
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referred to Oort (1983), and for neglecting the latent heat transport by eddies
(+.q 0v0h) to personal communication on GCM moisture budgets with N. C. Lau.
Equation 2.14 states that in the tropics, the time-mean energy input to the
atmosphere is balanced by low-level wind convergence (-+.vh,2) and horizontal
structure in the gross moist stability field ( h). Neelin and Held (1987) further
pointed out that rainfall is expected to be strong in regions of large low-level con-
vergence, and that  h is small there. According to this relationship, precipitation
could be expected to peak where Fnet – and equivalently FMSE (Eq. 2.12) – have
their maxima. In addition, if  h is constant, changes in the net energy input to the
atmosphere can be expected to be proportional to changes in low-level conver-
gence and thus – provided there is enough moisture available – precipitation.
Whether  h is small in the unperturbed climate and more importantly whether
changes in  h can be neglected following a climate perturbation – and thus  P
be related directly to  Fnet – can not be universally answered. On the one hand,
Neelin and Held (1987) discussed that most of the horizontal structure in low-level
convergence must be due to  h for example during an El Niño year, because Fnet
anomalies have much larger spatial scales than +.vh,2. By assuming that  h is
dominated by surface temperatures, the authors provided a parameterisation of
precipitation on the basis of SSTs both in the climatology and for El Niño events.
More recently, Seo et al. (2017) and Wei and Bordoni (2018) showed that  h is not
constant in aquaplanet simulations with a doubling of CO2 and on sub-seasonal
timescales.
On the other hand, several studies have successfully shown that the atmo-
spheric energy budget and changes thereof are related to tropical P and  P ,
respectively. Kang et al. (2008) showed that the latitude of the so-called ‘Energy
Flux Equator’ ( EF E ), at which the northward moist static energy transport is zero










is a good indicator of the ITCZ location, at least close to the Equator (Bischoff
and Schneider, 2014; Wei and Bordoni, 2018). By expanding Equation 2.15 to
first order around the cross-equatorial flux and using Equation 2.6 evaluated at
the Equator, Bischoff and Schneider (2014) obtained following expression for the
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ITCZ latitude ( IT CZ )












where the subscript 0 denotes quantities evaluated at the Equator, and a is
Earth’s radius. The authors found that this relationship between the ITCZ latitude
and the cross-equatorial energy transport and net energy input to the equato-
rial atmosphere adequately predicts the response of the ITCZ location to global
and tropical warming. Using coupled climate models and mixed-layer ocean
experiments with continents, Donohoe et al. (2013) and Frierson and Hwang
(2012) showed that the meridional atmospheric energy transport is indeed anti-
correlated with shifts in the ITCZ under a doubling of CO2, thus indirectly showing
that changes in the gross moist stability can be neglected (Seo et al., 2017).
These studies on the relationship between the ITCZ latitude and the atmo-
spheric energy budget suggest that P and  P can in fact be related to FMSE (or
Fnet ) and changes thereof, albeit not in all situations (e.g. 2xCO2 in an aqua-
planet, Seo et al., 2017). The relationship between  P and  Fnet (or  FMSE )
will be examined in Chapter 6.
2.9 Monsoons
This section provides a brief overview of summer monsoons and the associated
atmospheric dynamics, but is far from complete since the topic is extensive. Sum-
mer monsoon regions are commonly defined as having stronger summer than
winter precipitation3 and a seasonal reversal of the surface winds (Geen et al.,
2020; Gadgil, 2018).
Historically, summer monsoons were seen as a large-scale land-sea breeze
phenomenon caused by the different thermal inertia of land and ocean (Halley,
1687, pp.167). According to this theory, during the summer months – when the
land is warm relative to the sea – moisture is drawn in to the region leading
to strong rainfall. However, recent studies have shown that monsoon-type be-
3In the definition by Wang and Ding (2006), summer precipitation exceeds winter precipitation
by 180 mm in a monsoon region.
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haviour is observed in aquaplanet simulations with a sufficiently shallow mixed-
layer ocean, despite the absence of land (Bordoni and Schneider, 2008). Hence,
new theories of monsoons have started emerging during recent decades and are
still being developed today (Hill, 2019).
One novel perspective – which can be traced back to Blandford (1886)’s anal-
ysis of the Indian monsoon – is that summer monsoons are local manifestations
of the migration of the ITCZ over land (Hill, 2019; Geen et al., 2020; Bordoni
and Schneider, 2008). The seasonal migration of the ITCZ (and equivalently the
ascending region of the Hadley circulation) is in turn driven by the seasonal mi-
gration of the Sun (Gadgil, 2018). Around equinox, two weakly circulating cells
straddle the Equator (Dima and Wallace, 2003). As the Sun migrates into the
summer hemisphere, a solsticial circulation regime evolves which consists of one
strong and one weak cell. The strong cell has its upwelling branch in the sum-
mer hemisphere and its descending branch in the winter hemisphere. The cross
equatorial cell exports MSE from the summer hemisphere to the winter hemi-
sphere, leading to strong rainfall in the ascending regions (Geen et al., 2020; Wei
and Bordoni, 2018). The transition from the equinoctial to the solsiticial circulation
regime occurs rapidly, and is associated with a reversal in the near-surface MSE
gradient (Bordoni and Schneider, 2008).
Privé and Plumb (2007) showed that the ascending region of the Hadley cir-
culation – and thus the ITCZ – is co-located with or slightly equatorward of the
‘subcloud’ (or near-surface) MSE (‘MSEb ’). We will apply this energetic perspec-
tive of the monsoons to one of our idealised simulations in Chapter 6 in order to





3.1 Isca - An overview
This section provides an overview of the Atmospheric General Circulation Mod-
elling framework ‘Isca’ (Vallis et al., 2018), which is used for all experiments in
this thesis. Isca is a very versatile framework which uses the Flexible Modeling
System (FMS, https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/fms/) software infrastructure from the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL). The model is written in For-
tran and is configured using Python scripts. Isca is publicly available on GitHub
(https://github.com/ExeClim/Isca).
Like all Atmospheric GCMs, a model designed with Isca is a numerical rep-
resentation of a planet’s atmosphere, while ocean dynamics are not modeled.
The state of the atmosphere is calculated at each grid cell for each time step by
solving the primitive equations1. The model has a spectral dynamical core and
the equations are solved in spherical coordinates on sigma pressure levels (Vallis
et al., 2018) thus following bottom topography, i.e. pressure p is normalised by
surface pressure ps via   = p/ps .
Various options concerning the configuration of the atmosphere, ocean and
land are available in Isca. Earth-like configurations range from aquaplanets (Geen
et al., 2018, 2019), via idealised continental shapes (this thesis and Laguë et al.,
2020) to realistic continents with topography (Geen et al., 2018; Thomson and
1These are the continuity equation (conservation of mass), horizontal momentum equations
and hydrostatic balance equation (momentum conservation), and the thermodynamic equation
(conservation of energy).
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Vallis, 2019; Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen, 2019). Due to its flexible configu-
ration, Isca can also be used to design models of other planetary atmospheres,
such as those of Mars or Jupiter (Thomson and Vallis, 2019) by changing or-
bital parameters, size and mass of the planet and using appropriate radiation
schemes. Penn and Vallis (2018) used Isca to study the atmosphere of terrestrial
exo-planets with varying rotation rates.
Even using the most realistic options available, an Atmospheric GCM de-
signed with Isca is still considered an ‘idealised’ model. While parameterisations
are used in all GCMs in order to represent sub-grid scale processes which need
to be included but can not be resolved (Schneider and Dickinson, 1974), sev-
eral of the parameterisations used in Isca are simplified compared to those used
in complex GCMs. For example, state-of-the-art Earth System Models include
land models which have dynamic vegetation meaning that as climatic conditions
change, so do the plant functional types populating a grid cell, affecting carbon,
energy and water fluxes between the surface and the atmosphere (Clark et al.,
2011; Best et al., 2011). In those models, leaf-scale processes such as respi-
ration and the effect of ozone on leaf photosynthesis are parameterised (Clark
et al., 2011). In contrast, the most complex land-surface scheme included in Isca
so far is the ‘bucket hydrology’ by Manabe (1969) (see Section 3.2), which was
used in the first generation of land surface models in the 1970s (Bonan, 2008).
In this scheme, evaporation from a land grid-cell is parameterised based on the
availability of soil moisture. Another idealisation in Isca is that the framework cur-
rently does not yet include a cloud scheme. Several convection parameterisations
and radiation schemes are available in Isca, ranging from highly idealised to more
realistic (see Section 3.3). The benefits of using an idealised Atmospheric GCM
instead of a comprehensive one will be discussed in Section 3.5.
The ocean is represented by a non-dynamical mixed-layer (’slab’) of specified
depth (i.e. heat capacity) and albedo. In this thesis, where a slab ocean is used
the ocean depth is set to 20m (e.g. in Chapter 6). In order to obtain a realistic
planetary albedo in the absence of clouds the ocean albedo is set to ↵oc = 0.25,
which is relatively bright compared to the real ocean albedo of ↵oc < 0.1. Instead
of the responsive slab ocean, a climatology of sea surface temperatures (SSTs)
can be prescribed (e.g. in Chapters 4 and 5). In this thesis, the prescribed
SSTs are usually a zonally uniform climatology derived from the observation-
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based Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP, Gates, 1992) SSTs,
with the annual-mean temperature maximum located to the North of the Equator
(Fig. 3.1). At the more realistic end of Isca’s modelling spectrum, the user has the
option to add a parameterisation of horizontal ocean heat transports to the slab
ocean. These ocean heat transports are derived from a given SST distribution
(see Section 3.4). This option will be used briefly in Chapter 4.
Figure 3.1: Annual mean surface temperatures when the zonally uniform SST climatol-
ogy derived from AMIP is prescribed, plotted here with realistic continents. The panel on
the right shows zonal mean surface temperatures over ocean (solid) and land (dashed).
Land can be represented at varying levels of complexity, the simplest option
being a continent of idealised shape, lower heat capacity (i.e. shallower mixed-
layer depth) and limited evaporation compared to the ocean. As discussed above,
realistic continents with or without topography are available in Isca. As on Earth,
the albedo of a land surface will generally be set to be higher than that of the
ocean. In most simulations in this thesis, the land is 1.3 times brighter than the
ocean, comparable to dark soil or forest on Earth. The heat capacity of the land
is typically equivalent to a 2m deep slab ocean throughout this thesis, and in the
interest of simplicity, the surface roughness over land is the same as the ocean in
all simulations, with a roughness length of 2 · 10 4 m.
3.2 Parameterisation of Evaporation
In Isca, evaporation from the ocean surface (in kg/(m2·s)) is parameterised by the
bulk formula
EOC = ⇢ · CD · |V| · (q⇤S   q ) (3.1)
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where ⇢ is the density of the atmosphere (units of kg/m3), CD is the unitless
drag coefficient which depends on the surface roughness, |V| is the magnitude
of the velocity (in m/s) and q is the specific humidity (in kg/kg) – all in the lowest
model layer (Vallis et al., 2018; Manabe, 1969). The saturation specific humidity
at surface temperature is given by q⇤S . Land surface evaporation is parameterised
as
EL = CL · EOC (3.2)
where CL is a unitless factor which represents moisture conductance by the soil.
The simplest approach is to set CL to a constant value (e.g. Voigt et al., 2016). In
that case, the land is essentially a shallower ocean with less evaporation (some-
times called a ‘jello’ continent). A constant evaporative conductance implies an
infinite supply of moisture, which we find yields unrealistic precipitation changes
over tropical land (see Chapter 4). Therefore, a more sophisticated method – the
‘bucket model’ (Manabe, 1969) – is used throughout this thesis.
In contrast to CL = const., the ‘bucket model’ sets CL depending on water
availability in the soil. Soil moisture increases when P exceeds E until the soil
reaches saturation, in which case the excess P  E is treated as runoff. By setting
CL = 1 where soil moisture (W , in meters) exceeds 75% of the maximum water
holding capacity of the soil (or ‘field capacity’, Wf ) and to CL = W /(0.75 ·Wf )
elsewhere, evaporation from land surfaces becomes increasingly difficult as the
soil dries out (Vallis et al., 2018). In all of our simulations which use the bucket
hydrology, the field capacityWf is set to 0.15 m and the bucket is always initialised
full.
In order to study the impact of stomatal closure on  P , an additional con-
straint on EL is introduced to the above equation – the vegetation pre-factor (CV ,
unitless). The new evaporative conductance parameter C 0 is therefore given by
C 0 = CV · CL . (3.3)
For full stomatal conductance (CV = 1), the conductance parameter is simply
C 0 = CL , where CL is calculated using the bucket model. Stomatal closure due
to higher CO2 partial pressure is represented by a decrease in CV and thus in C 0.
This parameterisation of stomatal closure with increasing CO2 will be employed
in Chapter 5.
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3.3 Radiation and Convection Schemes
In all simulations, the rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM) is used in which
transmission of longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) radiation through the atmo-
sphere is wavelength-dependent due to absorption and scattering by atmospheric
constituents including water vapour, CO2, methane and ozone among others
(Clough et al., 2005; Mlawer et al., 1997). This is in contrast to a grey-radiation
scheme – which is also available in Isca – where the atmosphere is transparent
to SW radiation and absorbs LW radiation with a prescribed, constant absorption
profile (Salby, 1995; Frierson et al., 2006).
For all simulations in this thesis the simplified Betts-Miller (SBM) convection
parameterisation scheme, developed by Frierson (2007), is used. Other convec-
tion schemes available in Isca include the original Betts-Miller scheme (Betts,
1986; Betts and Miller, 1986) and a relaxed Arakawa-Schubert scheme (Moorthi
and Suarez, 1992), and an additional convection scheme is currently being im-
plemented in the model. Since these schemes are not used in this thesis, they
will not be discussed in detail here.
The Simple Betts Miller scheme relies on the radiative-convective equilibrium
theory (RCE, Manabe and Strickler, 1964). The RCE theory derives convective
mass fluxes by assuming quasi-equilibrium between radiation and vertical mo-
tions. In a static atmosphere, where no vertical motion is allowed and which is
only heated from the surface upwards (i.e. SW radiation does not interact with
the atmosphere), a steep lapse-rate develops. The atmosphere is in ‘radiative
equilibrium’ but is very unstable in terms of convection. Allowing for ‘convective
adjustment’ reduces the steepness of the lapse rate and leads to more stable
conditions (Manabe and Strickler, 1964; Yano and Plant, 2012). As in other con-
vection schemes, the SBM scheme calculates precipitation by relaxing vertical
profiles of temperature and humidity towards reference profiles, but the reference
profiles are simplified.
Frierson (2007) showed that using only large-scale condensation (i.e. precip-
itation occurs when saturation is reached) leads to grid-cell sized storms in the
tropics and a tropical atmosphere that is convectively unstable. A very strong
Hadley circulation develops, which is still unable to export sufficient energy from
the tropics to the extra-tropics. Allowing for deep convection but no shallow con-
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vection corrects some of these issues and leads to intermediate model perfor-
mance, while the most realistic results are achieved when both types of convec-
tive adjustment are active.
3.4 Ocean heat transport
Isca includes scripts for deriving the ocean heat transport from a given distribu-
tion of SSTs (Vallis et al., 2018). In our case, an observation-based climatology
of monthly-mean SSTs is taken from the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project (AMIP, Gates, 1992). This SST climatology is prescribed in a simula-
tion with realistic continents, the bucket model (Section 3.2) and a slab ocean of
20m depth. The resulting surface energy balance is compared to the SST dis-
tribution, and a climatological ocean heat transport is derived, which distributes
energy across the planet to match the prescribed SST distribution. The ocean
heat transport (or ‘q-flux’ Fq , in W/m2) is computed as follows (Vallis et al., 2018,





FS = SW   LH   SH   LW (3.5)
The mixed layer’s heat capacity Cm (in units of J/(K · m2)) is given by Cm =
cp⇢wD , where cp in this case is the specific heat capacity of water ( ⇡ 4000 J/(kg
· K)), ⇢w is the density of sea water (⇡ 1035 kg/m3) and D is the mixed layer
depth in meters. The rate of change in mixed layer temperature (
@T
@t
, in K/s) is
given by the respective SST climatology. The surface flux (FS in W/m2, positive
downward) is computed from the upward latent and sensible heat fluxes (LH and
SH, respectively), the net LW radiation (positive upward) and net SW radiation
(positive downward) all in W/m2. All of those components are taken from the
’prescribed SST’ experiment.
While the ocean heat transport parameterisation is the same in the perturbed
and in the unperturbed climate, the ocean is able to respond freely to a CO2
forcing. The advantage of using a parameterised ocean heat transport is that it
captures Earth’s ocean currents such as the Gulf Stream, Kuroshyo current and
cold tongue in the East Pacific (see Fig. 3.2). The option to prescribe an ocean
heat transport will be used briefly in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.2: Annual mean ocean heat transport (in W/m2) derived from AMIP for real-
istic continents with topography and bucket hydrology. A positive ocean heat transport
(red) compensates for too little heating of the slab ocean by the surface flux from the
’prescribed-SST’ run compared to the SST climatology, whereas a negative (blue) ocean
heat transport effectively cools the slab ocean.
3.5 The advantage of using idealised models
One advantage of using an idealised model is that it is computationally inex-
pensive to run. All simulations in this thesis use T42 resolution (approximately
2.8 x2.8 ) with 40 unevenly spaced vertical levels and a time-step of twelve min-
utes for all processes except for radiative transfer, which is calculated with an
hourly time-step. In this configuration and using 16 cores, a typical simulation
with the radiation and convection schemes used in this thesis (see Section 3.3)
takes merely one day per ten years of model simulation.
The other major advantage is that Isca offers the possibility of designing mod-
elling experiments of varying degrees of complexity – a ‘hierarchy of models’ – to
bridge the gap between highly idealised simulations and comprehensive GCMs
(Maher et al., 2019; Schneider and Dickinson, 1974). At the simple end of the
climate modelling hierarchy, idealised models help advance our understanding of
the atmosphere at a fundamental level at the expense of realism (Maher et al.,
2019; Held, 2005, 2014). At the complex end of the spectrum, the development
and improvement of comprehensive GCMs is motivated by the need for accu-
rate projections of climate change (Polvani et al., 2017). GCMs are also required
in order to ‘validate’ idealised models when performing idealised climate change
simulations (Maher et al., 2019): An important requirement for idealised models
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is that they capture the processes one is interested in. Geen et al. (2018) and
similarly Thomson and Vallis (2019) and Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen (2019)
all included comparisons of their most realistic Earth-like Isca simulations to ob-
servations and/or reanalyses, finding sufficient model fidelity to draw conclusions
about Earth’s climate system from their idealised modeling results.
While complex models provide much-needed projections of climate change,
they do not necessarily enhance our understanding of the climate system (Schnei-
der and Dickinson, 1974; Polvani et al., 2017; Held, 2014). Hence idealised mod-
els or modelling frameworks of sufficient complexity to capture key features of the
climate system – such as Isca – are required (Held, 2005; Polvani et al., 2017).
One example of a successful application of idealised models for the understand-
ing of complex climate processes has already been discussed in Section 2.9:
Aquaplanet simulations exhibit monsoon-type behaviour, despite the absence of
land-sea contrasts (Bordoni and Schneider, 2008; Geen et al., 2018; Wei and
Bordoni, 2018). As a result, the theory of summer monsoons has started to shift
away from the classical ‘large-scale land-sea breeze’ paradigm towards viewing
monsoons as a regional manifestation of the ITCZ migration over land (Geen
et al., 2020; Hill, 2019; Gadgil, 2018).
Another example of how idealised simulations can help elucidate processes
in Earth’s climate system regards the stronger warming of the polar regions com-
pared to the low-latitudes (which was briefly mentioned at the beginning of Chap-
ter 1). This ‘polar amplification’ is often associated with a positive feedback loop
from warming-induced melting of sea-ice, which exposes dark ocean surfaces
leading to more absorption of shortwave radiation and thus further warming. How-
ever, in a simple aquaplanet simulation in Isca, polar amplification occurs in the
absence of sea-ice (Fig. 3.3), indicating that other processes (discussed by e.g.
Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014 and Stuecker et al., 2018) must contribute to the
amplified warming in the high-latitudes on Earth.
3.6 Experiments
In this section, the most important Isca experiments for each chapter are briefly
outlined. Detailed descriptions of these and additional experiments can be found
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Figure 3.3: Stronger warming of the polar regions demonstrated by an aquaplanet sim-
ulation in Isca with a slab ocean of 20m depth and albedo of 0.25. The change in annual
mean surface temperatures (in Kelvin) following a doubling of CO2 from 300 to 600 ppmv
is shown.
in the respective chapters. The continental configurations used in this thesis in-
clude realistic continents with and without topography, and idealised flat, rectan-
gular continents. The idealised continents cover the whole tropical band between
30  South and 30  North and are thus hemispherically symmetric.
Rectangular continents have been the subject of several idealised modelling
studies such as Chou et al. (2001), Byrne and O’Gorman (2013), Maroon et al.
(2016), and the Tropical Rain belts with an Annual cycle and a Continent Model
Intercomparison Project (TRACMIP, Voigt et al., 2016), to name a few. Our simu-
lations are similar to the TRACMIP set-up with a tropical continent spanning 30 
South to 30  North, albeit with the important difference that Voigt et al. (2016)
used a constant soil moisture conductance (CL = 0.5 in Equation 3.2) over land
whereas we use a land surface hydrology parameterisation (either the bucket
model or a simple vegetation scheme, see Section 3.2). This is because we find
that a constant soil moisture conductance yields unrealistic  P patterns over land
under a doubling of CO2 (see Section 4.3).
The CO2 concentration in the unperturbed climate is 300 ppm. In ‘global
warming’ or ‘doubling of CO2’ experiments, the CO2 concentration is instanta-
neously increased to 600 ppm. For all experiments in this thesis, the control and
perturbed simulations are run for 40 years each. Differences between the per-
turbed and control experiment are calculated based on the last 30 years of each
experiment (years 10 to 40), discarding the first 10 years as ‘spin-up’ or equilibra-
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tion time. Model output is saved in the form of monthly means. In this thesis, the
atmospheric fields are always interpolated from   levels to pressure levels.
In Chapters 4 and 5 we mostly prescribe a zonally uniform SST climatology
derived from AMIP SSTs (Fig. 3.1). When prescribed SSTs are used, the cli-
mate is perturbed by applying a uniform ocean warming of 2.52K along with the
doubling of CO2. This warming is equivalent to the tropical-mean sea surface
temperature increase averaged between 30 S and 30 N in an experiment with
realistic continents and prescribed ocean heat transport (see Section 3.4), where
the ocean is free to respond to the doubling of CO2. Due to the uniform ocean
warming, SSTs remain zonally uniform in the perturbed experiments. We choose
to force the climate both radiatively and by uniformly increasing SSTs in order to
avoid transient shifts of precipitation from land to ocean and vice versa, which
would be expected whenever top of atmosphere fluxes are substantially out of
balance (Lambert et al., 2011 and Section 2.4).
In Chapter 4 we start out with realistic continents and topography and pre-
scribe the zonally uniform SST climatology derived from AMIP. The land has a
heat capacity equivalent to 2m of ocean, and a 1.3 times higher albedo than the
ocean (↵L = 0.33, ↵oc = 0.25). We study  P under a doubling of CO2 and uni-
form ocean warming of 2.52K for the bucket model and for a constant soil moisture
conductance of CL = 0.7 in Equation 3.2.
The main focus of Chapter 4 are set-ups with flat, rectangular continents rep-
resenting South America (0  - 40  longitude) and Africa (80  - 140  longitude) at
the distance of the Atlantic Ocean apart. Both continents span the entire tropical
band (30 S-30 N). The land has the same properties as described above for the
realistic continents and the bucket hydrology is used. The same SST climatol-
ogy as in the realistic simulations is prescribed. We study simulations with both
continents, and with the idealised American and African continent on their own.
In Chapter 5 we return to the realistic continents with topography, prescribed
zonally-uniform SSTs and bucket hydrology over land. This time, the effect of
stomatal closure with increasing CO2 is parameterised (see Section 3.2). We
study tropical rainfall changes with and without the parameterisation of stomatal
closure under a doubling of CO2 and uniform SST increase of 2.52K. Further-
more, we study idealised continents of varying longitudinal extent (3  - 100 ) with
different degrees of stomatal closure (0% - 100%) in the perturbed climate. We
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also revisit the experiments with idealised Africa and America to study their sen-
sitivities to changes in stomatal conductance.
In the last results chapter (Chapter 6), four types of surface warming are stud-
ied in order to gain a better understanding of the Matsuno-Gill theory described
in Section 2.3. Starting out from an aquaplanet simulation with 20m mixed-layer
depth and ocean albedo of ↵oc = 0.25, a patch of ocean is darkened, then re-
placed by a land surface, then a doubling of CO2 is imposed to the simulation
with land, and finally the land is darkened. In the above simulations, the solar
insolation profile is based on the annual mean and thus resembles a ‘perpetual
equinox simulation’ (where the insolation profile of March or September is used
year-round). In an additional experiment, the seasonal migration of the ITCZ over
land and ocean is studied.
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Chapter 4
The presence of Africa and limited
soil moisture contribute to future
drying of South America
This chapter is largely based on our publication in Geophysical Research Let-
ters (Pietschnig et al., 2019), although some structural changes have been made
to incorporate the article into this thesis and minimise repetition in the introduc-
tion and methods sections. The simple scaling approach presented in Section
6 and Appendix A of the journal article has been omitted from this thesis, as
it was mostly derived by my supervisor, Dr. Hugo Lambert. In contrast to the
publication, the model output has been interpolated onto pressure levels from the
model-native  -levels, which generally makes a small difference in the absence of
topography and does not change our results and conclusions. Merely Figure 4.7
is affected noticeably, albeit the interpretation stays the same. The supplemen-
tary information from the publication has been merged into the chapter, and an
additional experiment with constant evaporative conductance has been included
for the idealised continents, which was not part of the publication.
The key findings discussed in this chapter are
1. The limits on land-surface evaporation due to soil moisture availability con-
tribute to the zonally asymmetric rainfall changes over Equatorial Africa
(precipitation increase) and the Amazon basin (precipitation decrease) pro-
jected by complex GCMs
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2. Warming-induced circulation changes over Equatorial Africa contribute to
the decrease in precipitation over the Amazon basin
4.1 Introduction
Over oceans and in the zonal mean, pre-industrial patterns of precipitation (P )
minus evaporation (E ) generally become enhanced in a warming climate (Held
and Soden, 2006), but this wet-get-wetter principle does not hold over land (see
Section 2.1, Byrne and O’Gorman, 2015, Chadwick et al., 2013 and Roderick
et al., 2014). Precipitation change ( P ) is directly related to  (P   E ), because
changes in evaporation ( E ) are relatively uniform (Held and Soden, 2006). We
are particularly interested in understanding why the Amazon basin is projected
to dry out whereas Equatorial Africa is likely to receive more rainfall in the future
in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project - Phase 5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al.,
2012) multi-model mean, comparing 1986-2005 to 2081-2100 (Fig. 1.1 and IPCC,
2013). This response to warming cannot be understood in terms of the wet-get-
wetter principle since precipitation exceeds evaporation in both regions in the
current climate (Fig. 1.2, Trenberth et al., 2007, Kang and Ahn, 2015).
In contrast to the ocean, E over land does not only depend on the atmospheric
moisture demand, but also on the availability of water (Manabe, 1969), which
is provided by P . As a consequence, P   E cannot be negative over land in
the long-term mean (Byrne and O’Gorman, 2015). An initial decrease in P can
reduce soil moisture, which leads to a decrease in E that can potentially further
reduce precipitation. Hence, in a land-locked region that depends on continental
evaporation for precipitation this feedback loop can cause said land region to dry
out under global warming.
 P cannot solely be understood in terms of changes at the surface, because
atmospheric circulation changes play an important role (Chadwick et al., 2013,
2016). The Matsuno-Gill theory of the tropical circulation presents a useful frame-
work for understanding part of those dynamical changes (see Section 2.3). Ac-
cording to Gill (1980) the tropical continents can be seen as localized surface
heat sources which cause convection over the continent and subsidence to the
east and west. The relative humidity (r ) of sinking air decreases (e.g. Charney,
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1975), hence subsidence regions are associated with dry conditions (Rodwell and
Hoskins, 1996), whereas ascent is associated with P . The subsidence to the east
of the heat source is associated with a Kelvin wave and surface easterlies, and
to the west with a Rossby wave and surface westerlies (Gill, 1980). Cook et al.
(2004) utilized the Matsuno-Gill theory in order to study the teleconnection be-
tween Africa and South America in the present-day climate. The authors showed
that in austral summer, heating over the African continent results in a zonal circu-
lation with a subsiding branch over South America. This subsidence suppresses
convection and P over the North-Eastern part of Brazil.
In this chapter, the zonally asymmetric  P features in the tropics are inves-
tigated, with a particular focus on the P decrease (here: ‘drying’) of the Ama-
zon basin and P increase (here: ‘wetting’) over Equatorial Africa. The modeling
framework ‘Isca’ (Vallis et al., 2018 and see Section 3) is used to design idealised
Atmospheric General Circulation Models (AGCMs) with different continental con-
figurations. In the following section, the model simulations used in this chapter
are introduced, including set-ups with realistic continents and two idealised, rect-
angular land masses representing tropical Africa and America. The results are
discussed in two sections: In Section 4.3, the contribution of soil-moisture lim-
itations on land evaporation to the zonal asymmetries in  P are discussed. In
Section 4.4, the impact of warming-induced circulation changes over Equatorial
Africa on drying over the Amazon basin is investigated in simulations with rect-
angular continents. In the conclusions section, the findings from this chapter are
summarised and ideas for future work presented.
4.2 Model Simulations
We use the AGCM framework Isca (Vallis et al., 2018) described in Chapter 3 to
study tropical precipitation change under global warming for different continental
configurations. All experiments from this chapter are summarised in Table 4.1.
Experiment ‘RC’ has realistic continents with topography, and land evaporation
is parameterised with the bucket model (Manabe, 1969) as described in Section
3.2. Experiment ‘RC07’ has the same continental configuration but a constant soil
moisture conductance of CL = 0.7 in Equation 3.2 instead of the bucket model.
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For the idealised continents, we use two flat, rectangular continents represent-
ing America and Africa. Idealised America and Africa span 40  and 60  in lon-
gitude, respectively, and cover the entire tropical band in the meridional direction
(30 S to 30 N). In ‘AM’ and ‘AF’, idealised America and idealised Africa, respec-
tively, are studied in isolation. In experiment ‘2C’, both continents are present at
a distance of 40  longitude to each other, which is approximately the width of the
Atlantic Ocean basin. In all simulations, the land albedo is set to 0.33, which is
1.3 times greater than the ocean albedo of 0.25.
In the control experiments, a climatology of zonally uniform SSTs derived
from the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP, Gates, 1992) is pre-
scribed (see Fig. 3.1). The climate is perturbed by abruptly doubling CO2 from
300 ppm to 600 ppm and imposing a globally uniform ocean warming of 2.52 K
as discussed in Section 3.6. By using zonally uniform SSTs, the same climatol-
ogy can be prescribed for the realistic and idealised continents, and nonsensical
patterns avoided in the latter (Cook et al., 2004).
In order to show that  P in our simulation with realistic continents is rela-
tively insensitive to SST patterns and changes thereof, and thus that our method
of prescribing SSTs and applying a uniform ocean warming is appropriate, an
additional experiment (‘RC OHT’) is conducted with parameterised ocean heat
transports based on AMIP SSTs (see Section 3.4). This allows the use of a
mixed-layer ocean (‘slab’, here with 20m mixed-layer depth), and thus for ocean
temperatures to adapt freely to the doubling of CO2, producing   SST patterns.
Additional experiments with realistic and idealised continents are performed
where a zonally uniform SST climatology is prescribed with the annual mean tem-
perature maximum centered at the Equator (‘RC EquatorMax’ and ‘2C Equator-
Max’). This SST climatology was derived from a simulation with the two idealised
continents, bucket hydrology and a slab ocean of 20m depth, where the ocean
was free to respond to the doubling of CO2.
Furthermore, a simulation is performed where the latitudinal extent of idealised
America is reduced to 40  (‘2C short AM’) in order to be more representative of
the extent of real South America. Finally, the AM, AF and 2C simulations are also
performed using the constant soil moisture conductance of CL = 0.7 (‘AM07’,































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3 The importance of soil moisture
Precipitation change in our simulation with realistic continents and soil moisture
limitations on evaporation (Fig. 4.1a) qualitatively compares well with the CMIP5
multi-model mean (Fig. 1.1 and IPCC, 2013). Maritime P increases over the
Equator and in the mid-latitudes and decreases in parts of the subtropics in our
idealised model and in CMIP5. Our simulation also captures the pronounced P
decrease in the tropical Atlantic to the west of Africa. Equatorial Africa (roughly
between 10 S and 10 N) shows a clear precipitation increase in the complex
models and our simple model. In RC, the P response over the Amazon basin
is mixed, with P increasing along the Equator and decreasing to the north and
south, whereas in the CMIP5 multi-model mean, P decreases in this region.
Figure 4.1: Annual mean  P (colours) for a) RC and b) RC07, and the difference be-
tween the two (c). Contours in (a) and (b) show -1.0 (dashed) and 1.0 (solid) (P   E )ct l
in mm/day.
Over oceans  P roughly follows the wet-get-wetter principle, meaning that
positive/negative  P coincides with positive/negative (P   E )ct l . This is true for
both our RC simulation (Fig. 4.1a) and the CMIP5 multi-model mean (Figs. 1.1
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and 1.2). In contrast, over land (P   E )ct l rates over Equatorial Africa exceed 5
mm/day, and even 9 mm/day in the Amazon basin in our experiment, but  P is
positive over the former and both negative and positive over the latter. Therefore,
 P cannot be understood as a simple enhancement of (P   E )ct l over tropical
land.
Soil moisture feedbacks cannot be neglected in the model if  P projections
comparable to complex GCMs shall be obtained. If land evaporation is not limited
by soil moisture (Fig. 4.1b),  P is zonally quite uniform and follows the wet-get-
wetter principle over ocean and land. Large parts of South America and Africa
see a stronger drying in response to warming when soil moisture is limited com-
pared to unlimited evaporation, as shown by Figure 4.1c. This result suggests
that soil moisture controls on evaporation over land contribute to the zonal asym-
metry of Equatorial  P , with a general increase over the ocean and Africa, but a
decrease over the Amazon basin.
In the CMIP5 multi-model mean, P changes over tropical land are generally
quite uncertain concerning agreement among the models (Fig. 1.1, IPCC, 2013,
Kooperman et al., 2018). However, the P changes mostly do exceed natural
variability over tropical land. In our RC simulation,  P over Equatorial Africa
exceeds the natural variability (Fig. 4.2). Over the Amazon basin,  P generally
does not exceed the natural variability in our study.
The CMIP5 (RCP8.5 scenario) multi-model mean  P for the Amazon basin is
- 0.39 mm/day and 0.16 mm/day for Equatorial Africa (Kooperman et al., 2018).
In the same regions as defined in Kooperman et al. (2018), the estimates from
our RC experiment are 0.24 mm/day for the Amazon basin and 0.43 mm/day
for Equatorial Africa. Note that the CO2 concentration increases from roughly
350 ppm (in 1986-2005) to about 900 ppm (2081-2100, Collins et al., 2013) in
Kooperman et al. (2018) and the estimates are multi-model means, whereas our
simulations are based on a doubling of CO2 from 300 ppm to 600 ppm in a single
model. Similar to our estimates, some of the CMIP5 models also predict an in-
crease in precipitation averaged over the Amazon basin and a stronger increase
over Equatorial Africa, such as IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM and CMCC-CESM
(Kooperman et al., 2018), albeit the numbers are not directly comparable to our
estimates due to the stronger forcing in CMIP5, as discussed above.
As briefly mentioned in Section 4.2, our results are not particularly sensitive to
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Figure 4.2:  P for experiment RC as in Fig. 4.1a. The stippling indicates regions where
 P exceeds the natural variability. We consider the precipitation change in a grid-point
to ‘exceed the natural variability’ if the time-series of annual mean precipitation in the
perturbed climate is significantly different from the time-series in the control climate. We
use Welch’s t-test – an adaptation of Student’s t-test for unequal variances (see Appendix)
– to assess in which regions the two timeseries are significantly different from each other.
Where the p-value of the t-test < 0.05 (indicated by the stippling), we reject the null-
hypothesis that the two time-series have the same long-term mean. Note that in the
desert regions of Australia and Africa and in parts of South America the results of the
Welch’s t-test should be interpreted with caution because the underlying assumptions of
normal distribution and/or independence of the data are not strictly fulfilled (see Fig. A3).
Figure 4.3: a)  P (colours) and (P   E )ct l (contours, -1.0 (dashed) and 1.0 (solid)
mm/day) for the experiment RC OHT with realistic continents and topography, but with
parameterised ocean heat transport. b) Changes in surface temperatures (in K), clearly
with a patterned   SST.
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patterns of  SST (Fig. 4.3). In the RC OHT simulation with parameterised ocean
heat transport instead of prescribed SSTs,  SST patterns (Fig. 4.3b) roughly re-
semble those projected by coupled models (e.g. Chadwick et al., 2017). Nonethe-
less,  P is similar to the original RC experiment with uniform ocean warming
(Fig. 4.1a). This suggests that  P in our simulation is not particularly sensitive
to  SST patterns, and that our method of prescribing zonally uniform SSTs and
a uniform ocean warming is suitable for studying  P in the tropics.
4.4 The impact of Africa on South America
Comparing our simulation with two idealised continents and bucket model (Fig.
4.4c) to our realistic simulation (RC, Fig. 4.1a) we find that the patterns of  P
show a striking similarity between the idealised and realistic experiment. In both
simulations, there is a clear P increase over Equatorial Africa and a P decrease
over America south of the Equator (the ‘idealised Amazon basin’). Furthermore,
2C also captures the strong decrease in P over the subtropical Atlantic. Note
that the asymmetry in  P between the Northern and Southern Hemisphere –
for example the stronger increase in P over the ocean at about 10  North com-
pared to 10  South, and stronger drying over idealised America to the south of
the Equator in 2C – is related to the fact that the prescribed SST climatology is
hemispherically asymmetric. This will be discussed in more detail below (see Fig.
4.9).
The fact that RC and 2C show such similar behaviour is an important finding in
itself, as it suggests that most of the tropical  P is caused simply by the presence
of two large land masses at the appropriate distance to each other and the soil
moisture limits on evaporation discussed in the previous section. Furthermore,
the comparability of the  P patterns in 2C and RC indicates that studying the
idealised continents can shine a light on the more complex, realistic continent
experiment and thus help us understand tropical precipitation change in coupled
climate models.
Each individual continent experiences an increase in P in the Equatorial re-
gion (10 S-10 N, Fig. 4.4a and b). However, if both continents are present (Fig.
4.4c), the idealised Amazon basin experiences a widespread decrease in P with
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Figure 4.4: Annual mean  P for the idealised experiments: (a) AM, (b) AF and (c) 2C-
AM, and the difference between 2C and AM (d). Contours show (P   E )ct l values of
-1.0 (dashed) and 1.0 (solid) mm/day. The rectangles show the locations of the idealised
continents, with the dotted contour in (d) indicating the removal of the African continent
from 2C.
warming. The drying over the Atlantic Ocean also appears to be strongly linked
to the presence of Africa, since no drying occurs there in the AM experiment.
The difference between 2C and AM (Fig. 4.4d) highlights the drying impact of
idealised Africa on America. This suggests that the presence of the African con-
tinent has an impact on  P over the idealised Amazon basin. Since  P in 2C is
similar to  P in the simulation with realistic continents, we infer that the projected
P decrease over the Amazon basin in complex GCMs might also be partly caused
by the presence of Africa.
In order to understand how the presence of idealised Africa can impact pre-
cipitation changes over idealised America, changes in the atmospheric circulation
in the Equatorial region are investigated (Fig. 4.5). Individually, each continent
experiences increased ascent with warming and anomalous subsidence to the
west but also to the east (Fig. 4.5a and b). Regions of anomalous descent are
associated with decreases in r and P . The opposite is true for regions of stronger
ascent. In the absence of Africa, idealised Equatorial America experiences only
its own enhancement of ascent and thus an increase in P . When both continents
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are present (Fig. 4.5c), the convection increase over idealised Equatorial Amer-
ica is suppressed by the subsidence associated with the circulation anomaly over
Equatorial Africa (Fig. 4.5d). Anomalous convection over idealised Africa thus
leads to subsidence over idealised America and a decrease in r , suppressing
convection and rainfall in the Equatorial region.
Figure 4.5: Warming-induced changes in r (colours, in absolute %) and the zonal cir-
culation (vectors, in m/s) averaged over the Equatorial region (10 S - 10 N) for each
idealised experiment: a) AM, b) AF, c) 2C and the difference between 2C and AM (d).
The boxes show the locations of the continents. The change in the vertical velocity has
been amplified by a factor of 8000 following Nie et al. (2010)
Warming-induced increases in near-surface specific humidity (q ) over ide-
alised Equatorial America and the Atlantic Ocean are also reduced in 2C com-
pared to AM (see Fig. 4.6). This indicates that – due to the anomalous subsi-
dence caused by enhanced ascent over Equatorial Africa – the air close to the
surface is drier over the Atlantic Ocean than in the absence of idealised Africa.
This drier air is then advected from the region of anomalous subsidence over the
Atlantic Ocean onto the idealised American continent, ultimately resulting in a de-
crease in precipitation with warming. Cook et al. (2004) provided evidence for a
similar teleconnection in the present-day climate.
The warming-induced ascent over idealised Africa, which leads to subsidence
over idealised Equatorial America, can be understood in terms of the Matsuno-
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Figure 4.6: As in Figure 4.5 but here colours show changes in specific humidity (q , here
in g/kg).
Gill circulation (Fig. 4.7). As expected from the theory, there is a clear warming-
induced Rossby-wave response over western idealised Africa, consisting of a
weak cyclone pair near the surface and a strong anti-cyclone pair aloft. According
to the theory and as shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, the Rossby-wave response is
associated with subsidence and drying to the west of idealised Africa.
The idealised African continent is relatively insensitive to the presence of ide-
alised America (Fig. 4.8). This is also indicated by the fact that rainfall and cir-
culation anomalies in the Equatorial region are almost the same in 2C as in AF
(comparing panel c to b in Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The fact that the influence of
America on Africa is smaller than the other way around (Fig. 4.4d) has been ex-
plained for the present-day climate by Cook et al. (2004): The anomalous ascent
over the continent leads to descent primarily to the west of the continent. The
heating-induced low-level convergence over the continent leads to deceleration
of the easterlies on the west side of the continent. This reduces wind speeds
and surface heat fluxes, leading to a cooler lower atmosphere and favorable con-
ditions for descent. To the east of the continent, the prevailing easterly winds
are enhanced by the low-level convergence towards the continent. This leads to
stronger heating of the lower atmosphere through surface heat fluxes and thus
unfavourable conditions for subsidence to the east of the continent.
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Figure 4.7: Warming-induced changes in the a) 870 hPa and b) 200 hPa geopotential
height (gph, colours and contours) for 2C minus AM. Blue colours depict a decrease, red
colours an increase in gph. The vectors show the change in the horizontal wind field at
respective pressure levels, roughly following geostrophic balance (i.e. perpendicular to
the pressure gradient). The white contours show the position of the continents (solid for
America which is present in both experiments, dotted for Africa which is only present in
2C but not in AM).
Figure 4.8:  P (colours) for the idealised continents (2C) minus Africa alone (AF), to
show the influence of America (dashed contour) on Africa (solid contour).
As discussed earlier,  P in our simulation with realistic continents and topog-
raphy is relatively insensitive to changes in SST patterns (Fig. 4.3), and thus
prescribing zonally uniform SSTs and imposing a uniform ocean warming has
been deemed an appropriate approach. However, rainfall changes do appear to
be sensitive to the meridional distribution of the zonally uniform SSTs, both for
the realistic and the two idealised continents. In the ‘EquatorMax’ simulations,
where the annual mean SST maximum is centered at the Equator, precipitation
increases along the Equator over South America and its idealised equivalent, and
there is no clear decrease in precipitation in the idealised and realistic Amazon
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basin (Fig. 4.9). Both experiments suggest that the drying over the Amazon re-
gion could be connected to the displacement of the SST maximum to the North
of the Equator on Earth.
Figure 4.9:  P (colours) and (P  E )ct l (contours, -1.0 (dashed) and 1.0 (solid) mm/day)
with the annual mean SST maximum located at the Equator for a) realistic continents with
topography and b) the idealised two continents.
In our set-up, the continents are hemispherically symmetric with a constant
width across the entire tropical band. This is appropriate for the representation of
tropical Africa, but South America only extends to about 10 N, northward of which
the continental width is very small. The ‘2C short AM’ experiment is closer to re-
alistic continents, but is not hemispherically symmetric which adds another level
of complexity to the simulation. Despite the shorter American continent, precipi-
tation decreases over the idealised Amazon basin and increases over Equatorial
Africa in 2C short AM (Fig. 4.10), similar to our original 2C experiment (Fig. 4.4c).
Therefore, our original 2C set-up is deemed appropriate in order to keep the sim-
ulation as simple as possible, but as complex as necessary to capture the  P
features we are interested in.
Similar to the realistic continents with topography (Fig. 4.1b), a constant soil
moisture conductance over land leads to a zonally uniform precipitation response
to warming for the idealised continents (Fig. 4.11c). In contrast to the simulations
with bucket hydrology (Fig. 4.4), the strong rainfall increase over Africa does not
have a drying influence on idealised South America (Fig. 4.11d). This finding is
surprising in the sense that idealised America is somewhat passive in the mech-
anism described above, where enhanced ascent over idealised Africa leads to
subsidence and drying over idealised America.
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Figure 4.10:  P (colours) and (P E )ct l (contours, -1.0 (dashed) and 1.0 (solid) mm/day)
for 2C short AM, a similar set-up as 2C but with a shorter latitudinal extent on the idealised
American continent (30 S-10 N).
Figure 4.11:  P (colours) and (P E )ct l (contours, -1.0 (dashed) and 1.0 (solid) mm/day)
for the idealised continents with a constant soil moisture conductance of CL = 0.7, in
analogy to Fig. 4.1.
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The P increase instead of drying over the idealised Amazon basin could be
due to a weaker circulation anomaly over idealised Africa and thus less subsi-
dence to the west. The circulation anomaly over idealised Equatorial Africa is in
fact weaker, which is suggested by the fact that there is no P decrease over the
ocean to the west of the continent in AF07 (Fig. 4.11b), and is shown in Fig-
ure 4.12. The reason for the weaker circulation anomaly is currently unclear and
merits further investigation in future work.
Figure 4.12: Warming-induced changes in r (colours, in absolute %) and the zonal cir-
culation (vectors, in m/s) averaged over 10 S - 10 N for a) AM07, b) AF07, c) 2C07 and
d) 2C07-AM07. The boxes indicate the locations of the continents. Just like in Figure 4.5,
the change in the vertical velocity has been amplified by a factor of 8000 following Nie
et al. (2010).
In addition to the weaker circulation anomaly, local effects over South Amer-
ica could also contribute to the P response, since evaporation over land is less
constrained here than in the original experiment. Whether the idealised American
continent is ‘passive’ or contributes actively to rainfall changes over the Amazon
basin will be investigated in future work using a simulation with spatially varying
land hydrology with the bucket model active only over idealised Africa while CL is
constant over idealised America.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the zonal asymmetry between  P over Equatorial Africa and
the Amazon basin was investigated. Both regions receive ample rainfall in the
present-day climate, but projected  P is positive over the former and negative
over the latter. This does not follow the simple wet-get-wetter principle and poses
the interesting question of what the different mechanisms are for  P in those two
regions.
We used Isca (Vallis et al., 2018 and see Chapter 3) to design idealised Atmo-
spheric General Circulation Models with different continental configurations. The
main focus was on three experiments using rectangular, flat continents represent-
ing America and Africa, but first rainfall changes in two simulations with realistic
continents and topography were studied.
Despite using an idealised model and zonally uniform SSTs,  P patterns sim-
ilar to those projected by CMIP5 models were obtained in the simulation with
realistic continents when land-surface evaporation was limited by soil moisture
(using the ‘bucket model’ by Manabe, 1969, described in Section 3.2). In contrast,
when evaporation over land was merely reduced by a constant factor compared to
ocean evaporation, the P response to warming was zonally uniform, both for real-
istic and idealised continents. This finding suggests that limited soil moisture over
land contributes to the zonally asymmetric  P patterns with drying in the Ama-
zon basin and wetting over Equatorial Africa. More generally, the land-surface is
clearly an active component of the climate system (Shukla and Mintz, 1982).
In the idealised simulations with two rectangular continents and bucket hy-
drology we found that the drying over the idealised Amazon basin was related to
the warming-induced enhancement of convection over Equatorial Africa through
the Matsuno-Gill theory (Gill, 1980). The anomalous ascent over idealised Africa
is associated with anomalous subsidence over the Atlantic Ocean and America.
This enhanced subsidence suppresses convection, reduces r and, as a result, P
in those regions. In the absence of Africa, the idealised Amazon basin received
more rainfall with warming. Hence, rainfall changes over South America can not
be considered to be independent from changes over Africa.
A similar teleconnection could contribute to the projected drying of the Ama-
zon basin in complex GCMs. This hypothesis is based on the finding that, despite
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its simplicity, the set-up with two idealised continents produced most of the  P
from the realistic-continents case and from coupled GCMs. In addition, Kooper-
man et al. (2018) suggested that enhanced ascent over Africa could contribute
to drying of the Amazon basin in CMIP5 simulations. In future work, it should be
investigated whether a similar teleconnection between Africa and South America
occurs in a complex GCM or in Isca with realistic continents, by studying South
America in isolation and then together with Africa.
The finding that idealised America did not experience a stronger drying in
the presence of idealised Africa when soil moisture conductance was set to a
constant (CL = 0.7) is consistent with our conclusions from the simulation with
realistic continents, but was somewhat surprising in the context of the telecon-
nection between idealised Africa and America and merits further investigation,
ideally with a spatially varying land-surface hydrology.
So far, the impact of increasing CO2 levels on land evaporation due to the clo-
sure of plant stomata has been neglected (Sellers et al., 1996). The simulations
discussed in this chapter are therefore likely to underestimate the precipitation re-
sponse to increasing CO2 compared to more comprehensive Earth System Mod-
els (Skinner et al., 2017; Chadwick et al., 2017). The impact of stomatal closure
on tropical  P will be investigated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
The impact of vegetation on
projections of tropical precipitation
change
In this chapter, the impact of vegetation on continental precipitation change in
the tropics is investigated. Preliminary results for this chapter were obtained and
discussed together with Prof. Abigail Swann (University of Washington, Seattle),
whom I visited for two months in April and May 2019. This chapter is currently
being drafted as a paper and will soon be submitted for peer-review.
The main findings of this chapter are
1. A simple representation of changes in stomatal conductance with increasing
CO2 leads to stronger drying over the Amazon basin and stronger wetting
of the Maritime Continent than if the vegetation response is neglected.
2. Over small islands, a decrease in stomatal conductance leads to stronger
convection and moisture advection from the surrounding ocean. The con-
sequent increase in precipitation is stronger when stomata are completely
closed with warming than when they remain open.
3. Evaporation does not increase in-step with precipitation over South Amer-
ica along the Equator when changes in stomatal conductance are included.
Moisture advection from surrounding areas increases, which might con-
tribute to the strong decrease in rainfall over the Amazon basin.
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5.1 Introduction
Precipitation changes over some tropical land regions (between 30 South and
30 North) are enhanced when vegetation responses to CO2 forcing are taken into
account compared to when they are neglected in Earth System Models (Chad-
wick et al., 2017; Swann et al., 2016; Skinner et al., 2017; Kooperman et al.,
2018). The precipitation (P ) decrease over the Amazon basin and P increase
over the Maritime Continent are thus both amplified by plant physiological changes.
Earth System Models (ESMs) include parameterisations of several plant phys-
iological responses to increasing CO2 which have opposing effects on land-surface
evaporation (see Section 2.5). On the one hand, stomatal conductance de-
creases in response to elevated CO2 concentrations (Ainsworth and Long, 2005),
which can result in reduced evapotranspiration (EA) over land (Sellers et al.,
1996). On the other hand, CO2 fertilisation can increase the leaf area index
(Mahowald et al., 2016; Skinner et al., 2018; Kooperman et al., 2018) potentially
resulting in enhanced evapotranspiration. While the net response of vegetation to
CO2 forcing is unclear in natural ecosystems, recent studies suggest that the de-
crease in stomatal conductance dominates over increases in the leaf area index
in Earth System Models (Swann et al., 2016; Swann, 2018; Skinner et al., 2017).
Over land, moisture for rainfall is provided by local evapotranspiration and
by advection. Hence, precipitation change ( P ) over land is tightly coupled to
changes in evapotranspiration ( EA), especially in areas where P depends on
regional evapotranspiration (Spracklen et al., 2012; Kooperman et al., 2018; Skin-
ner et al., 2017).
The change in EA due to increasing CO2 can be separated into two com-
ponents: changes due to the plant physiological response and due to radiative
transfer changes in the atmosphere (see Section 2.6, Swann et al., 2016, Skin-
ner et al., 2017). The first is shown in simulations where only the vegetation is
affected by the CO2 forcing while the radiation component of the model sees pre-
industrial conditions (‘vegCO2’). The second is shown when only the radiation
scheme experiences the CO2 increase while the vegetation sees pre-industrial
CO2 concentrations (‘r adCO2’). The plant physiological response on its own
leads to a decrease in EA over all land regions between about 15 S and 15 N in
ESMs (Kooperman et al., 2018; Skinner et al., 2017; Swann et al., 2016). In the
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same latitudinal band, the changes in radiative transfer lead to mixed responses
in EA, with increases over the Maritime Continent and Africa, and both increases
and decreases over South America (Swann et al., 2016).
The relationship between  P and  EA varies from one tropical land region to
another. For example, in the vegCO2 simulations, P increases over the Maritime
Continent and decreases over the Amazon basin, even though EA decreases over
both regions (Skinner et al., 2017; Saint-Lu et al., 2019; Kooperman et al., 2018).
Recent studies suggest that the P increase over the Maritime Continent is due
to a warming-induced enhancement of convection over the islands, which draws
moisture in from the surrounding oceans (Saint-Lu et al., 2019; Kooperman et al.,
2018; Chadwick et al., 2019). Over the Amazon basin, the response of P to a
change in EA is more complicated with regional differences between the Atlantic
side of the Amazon basin and the Andes side. Saint-Lu et al. (2019) and Langen-
brunner et al. (2019) both found that the Andes play a key role in the circulation
response to CO2. Saint-Lu et al. (2019) also highlighted the importance of the
pre-industrial circulation regime over the Amazon basin.
In this chapter, we investigate the amplification of  P due to plant physiolog-
ical changes over the Maritime Continent and the Amazon basin using the Uni-
versity of Exeter’s framework for the idealised modeling of planetary atmospheres
‘Isca’ (Vallis et al., 2018 and see Section 3). In the following section, the Fu (or
Budyko) curve is introduced, an important concept which elucidates the two lim-
its on evaporation over land: energy and water availability. In Section 5.2.3, the
parameterisation of stomatal closure in Isca is described. The simulations in this
chapter include realistic continents with and without tropography, and idealised
rectangular tropical continents of varying longitudinal extent. These set-ups are
described in Section 5.2.4. The results are presented in three sections, starting
from the impact of stomatal closure on  P over tropical land in simulations with
realistic continents with and without topography (Section 5.3). In Section 5.4, the
contributions from local evaporation and from moisture advection to  P are dis-
cussed for the idealised continents of varying width. In the last results section
(Section 5.5), the impact of energetic and moisture constraints on EA over an
idealised American and idealised African continent are discussed. In the final




5.2.1 The Fu curve
Potential evapotranspiration (EP ) is a measure for the evapotranspiration which
would occur if the surface were saturated with water (Budyko, 1974). Over oceans,
EP is equal to the actual evapotranspiration (EA). In order to understand the con-
cept of potential evapotranspiration, it is useful to point out that EP (in kg/(m2·s))
can be estimated via
EP ⇡ RN /L (5.1)
where RN is the net radiation at the surface (in W/m2) and L is the latent heat of
vapourisation (⇡ 2.45 · 106 J/kg, Budyko, 1974). In this approximation, EP repre-
sents the evaporation which would occur if the entire energy input to the surface
were balanced solely by the latent heat flux. This simplification captures most of
the evaporative behaviour over wet surfaces: Over oceans, roughly 90% of RN
is transformed into latent heat (Budyko, 1974), and about 80% over non-water-
stressed soils (Koster and Mahanama, 2012; Milly and Dunne, 2016). Several
methods exist to obtain a more accurate estimate of EP based on the meteoro-
logical conditions and RN , including for example the Penman-Monteith equation
(Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1981; Milly and Dunne, 2016; Scheff and Frierson,
2014).
Potential and actual evapotranspiration are related via the Fu-equation, a more
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where ! is a catchment-specific parameter (Zhang et al., 2004). ! can be esti-
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where i indicates the year. The curve-shape parameter ! indicates how much of
the available water (P ) is evaporated (EA) given the available energy (EP , Li et al.,
2013, Yang et al., 2008). For ! = 2.6, the Fu equation is equal to the traditional
Budyko equation (Osborne and Lambert, 2018).
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The Fu (or Budyko) curves help categorize land regions into moisture versus
energy-limited (Fig. 5.1, Budyko, 1974, Milly, 1994, Zhang et al., 2004, Osborne
and Lambert, 2018). In regions where EP is less than P (EP /P < 1), EA is
classed as ‘energy-limited’. Where EP /P > 1, EA is termed ‘moisture-limited’.
EP can be considered an upper limit for EA, since no land regions are located on










Figure 5.1: An example of the Fu curve (black asterisks) for data from one of our ide-
alised control simulations. Each grey dot represents a land grid point between 10 S and
10 N. Most regions fall into the moisture-limited regime (EP /P >1), whereas EA is con-
sidered to be energy-limited (EP /P <1) in only a few locations. The blue dashed line
indicates EP = EA. In this example ! = 2.09 for the Fu curve.
5.2.2 Moisture Budget Decomposition
In order to determine whether local changes in precipitation minus evaporation
(P   E ) are dominated by changes in specific humidity or circulation changes,
the moisture budget of the atmosphere is split into the ‘thermodynamic’ ( T H ),
‘mean circulation dynamics’ ( MCD ), ‘transient eddy’ ( T E ) and ‘residual’ (R )
contributions following Seager et al. (2010). The long-term mean (denoted by the
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overbars) atmospheric moisture budget is given by






(see Eq. 2.3, Seager et al., 2010 and Trenberth and Guillemot, 1995). In this
equation, q is specific humidity (in kg/kg), v is the three-dimensional velocity vec-
tor and g ⇡ 9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration on Earth. The integral
is performed over the entire atmospheric column (p = 0 at the top of the atmo-
sphere, and p = pS at the surface), and P  E is in units of kg/(m2s). By applying
the Reynolds decomposition (analogous to Eq. 2.13) to qv, we obtain
P   E =  
π pS
0
q+.v + v.+q + +.(q 0v0)dp
g
(5.5)
where the primes denote deviations from the time mean. Since +.v = 0 in pres-
sure coordinates (Holton, 2004, p.59), and
 (A · B) = Act l B + Bct l ·  A +  A ·  B (5.6)
where the subscript ct l denotes quantities from the unperturbed climate, the
three terms contributing to changes in P   E can be written as




















The residual is calculated as
R =  (P   E )    T H    MCD    T E (5.10)
and captures the non-linear term ( NL =  v.+( q ), see Eq. 5.6) as well as
computational inaccuracies. Note that while the circulation is held constant in
the thermodynamic term, changes in the circulation do affect the distribution of
specific humidity (Seager et al., 2010).
5.2.3 Model
We use ‘Isca’ (Vallis et al., 2018) to design Atmospheric General Circulation Mod-
els (AGCMs) in order to study the impact of plant physiological changes on con-
tinental  P . The modeling framework was described in detail in Chapter 3.
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As discussed in Section 3.2, in Isca, land evaporation (EL) is parameterised
as
EL = CL · EOC (5.11)
(see Eq. 3.2), where CL  1 represents the conductivity of the soil to moisture
and thus reduces evaporation over land compared to ocean (EOC ). The bucket
model following Manabe (1969) sets CL depending on the available soil moisture,
with moisture being replenished by precipitation and lost through evaporation (see
Section 3.2).
In this section, another limiting factor for land evaporation is introduced to the
above equation, namely the vegetation pre-factor CV (as discussed in Section
3.2). In Equation 5.11, the conductivity CL becomes
C 0 = CV · CL (5.12)
(see Eq. 3.3), where CV represents the impact of stomatal closure on moisture
conductance by the land. When CV = 1 and CL is given by the bucket hydrology,
land surface evaporation is only limited by soil moisture. When CV <1, stomatal
closure is taken into account in addition to the soil moisture limitation.
Potential evaporation (EP ) is directly saved as model output in Isca as the
evaporation which would occur if the soil were saturated with water (CL = 1).
Note that EP takes changes in stomatal conductance into account, since at 100%
conductance (CV = 1) the pre-factor C 0 = 1 for a full bucket (CL = 1) , but C 0 <
1 when stomatal conductance (CV ) is reduced even when the bucket is full. For
other GCMs, EP is not a standard output and is usually calculated offline via
the Penman-Monteith equation (Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1981; Milly and Dunne,
2016; Scheff and Frierson, 2014).
5.2.4 Model Simulations
Several different continental configurations are studied in this chapter, starting
from realistic continents with topography and then turning to idealised continents
of various widths. The simulations for this chapter are summarised in Table 5.1.
As in Chapter 4, atmospheric CO2 concentrations are set to 300 ppm in the con-
trol climate and a zonally uniform sea surface temperature (SST) climatology
based on the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP, Gates, 1992)
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SSTs is prescribed (see Fig. 3.1). The climate is perturbed by doubling the CO2
concentration and uniformly increasing SSTs by 2.52 K as in Chapter 4.
In this chapter, the impact of plant physiological changes on continental pre-
cipitation is examined using a simple parameterisation of stomatal closure (see
Section 5.2.3). In the control climate, the stomatal conductance is 100%. In
the perturbed climate, stomatal conductance is either held the same at 100%
(‘bucket’) or is reduced to 0% (‘0%cond’), 20% (‘20%cond’), 50% (‘50%cond’) or
70% (‘70%cond’) by setting CV in Equation 5.12 to 1.0, 0.0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7,
respectively. Inferring from Ainsworth and Rogers (2007), CV for natural ecosys-
tems might lie somewhere between 0.5 and 0.8 for an increase in the CO2 con-
centration from 300 ppm to 600 ppm, depending on the plant functional type. The
exact value will also vary based on the geographical location and environmental
stress factors (Ainsworth and Long, 2005, Ainsworth and Rogers, 2007 and see
Section 2.5). We focus mostly on the 50%cond case because it produces clearer
 P changes than the 70%cond case, without leading to an extreme drying almost
everywhere as in the 20%cond case (see Fig. 5.4).
Changes in P or EA due to the doubling of CO2 are calculated as the dif-
ference between the perturbed (pert) and control (ctl) climates, e.g. (50%cond
pert) - (bucket ctl) or (bucket pert) - (bucket ctl). Unless otherwise specified,
‘0%cond’ always refers to (0%cond pert) - (bucket ctl), ‘50%cond’ to (50%cond
pert) - (bucket ctl) and so on, and ‘bucket’ refers to (bucket pert) - (bucket ctl).
First, a simulation is run with realistic continents with topography using the
bucket hydrology in the control and perturbed climate (‘RC bucket’), and then
with a 50% reduction in stomatal conductance in the perturbed climate (‘RC
50%cond’). The same land hydrologies are used for simulations with realistic
continents but without topography (‘RCflat bucket’ and ‘RCflat 50%cond’).
Idealised rectangular flat continents of various widths are used (see Fig. 5.4),
namely 3  lon (roughly corresponding to the width of Sulawesi in the Maritime
Continent), 6 , 12 , 24 , 40  lon (resembling South America, ‘AM’), 60  lon (rep-
resenting Africa, ‘AF’) and 100  lon, which could be compared to the superconti-
nent Pangaea. All of those simulations are run with varying degrees of stomatal
closure, with stomatal conductance in the perturbed climate ranging from 0% (no
evaporation over land) to 100% (equivalent to the bucket hydrology). Following
on from Chapter 4, we also study two neighboring continents at the distance of
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the Atlantic Ocean (40  longitude) apart: idealised America and idealised Africa
(‘2C’) and two America-sized continents (‘2AM’), also with different stomatal con-
ductances in the perturbed climate. Note that the ‘bucket’ experiments for RC,
AM, AF and 2C are equivalent to the simulations ‘RC’, ‘AM’, ‘AF’ and ‘2C’ from
Chapter 4.
In order to decompose  P for ‘50%cond’ into the contribution from CO2-
induced radiative transfer changes and plant physiological changes (in our case
changes in stomatal conductance), simulations with 50% stomatal conductance in
the control climate are performed for the idealised continents with 3  to 100  longi-
tudinal extent. The change in precipitation in these ‘stomata’ experiments is then
calculated as (50%cond ctl) - (bucket ctl), which is our equivalent to ‘CO2phys’
from Swann et al. (2016) and ‘CO2_Stomata’ from Skinner et al. (2017). The
component due to radiative transfer changes in our case is simply given by the
‘bucket’ experiment where stomatal conductance remains at 100% in the per-
turbed climate, i.e. (bucket pert) - (bucket ctl) as above. This is equivalent to the




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.3 Sensitivity of precipitation change to stomatal
closure
Precipitation changes are amplified over the Amazon basin and the Maritime Con-
tinent in our simulation with realistic continents and a 50% decrease in stomatal
conductance (Fig. 5.2), as expected from Earth System Models (Chadwick et al.,
2017; Swann et al., 2016; Skinner et al., 2017; Kooperman et al., 2018). When
stomatal conductance is held at control levels (‘bucket’, Fig. 5.2b), most Equa-
torial land regions (between 10 S and 10 N) receive more rainfall with warming,
except for South America where P increases along the Equator and decreases
to the north and south (see also Section 4.3). When stomatal closure is included,
the Amazon basin exhibits a much clearer P decrease (i.e. ‘drying’) tendency
(Fig. 5.2a). Over the Maritime Continent, the P increase (i.e. ‘wetting’) is much
stronger in ‘50%cond’ than in the ‘bucket’ simulation. Over Equatorial Africa the
response to stomatal closure is mixed, which is also in line with more compre-
hensive models (Chadwick et al., 2017; Kooperman et al., 2018). Our simple
representation of vegetation – only including changes in stomatal conductance –
is thus able to capture a similar sensitivity of  P to vegetation changes as ESMs.
Topography affects  P in our simulations, particularly over South America,
consistent with e.g. Saint-Lu et al. (2019) and Langenbrunner et al. (2019). In
a simulation with flat continents and bucket hydrology (Fig. 5.3b), P increases
strongly over tropical South America, whereas with topography (Fig. 5.2b), P de-
creases to the north and south of the Equator and the increase along the Equator
is weak.  P over Africa and the Maritime Continent appear to be less affected by
topography in the simulations with simple bucket hydrology.
Topography also has an influence on the sensitivity of continental  P to stom-
atal closure. In the absence of topography (Fig. 5.3b), stomatal closure still leads
to a drying over parts of the Amazon basin as in the simulations with topogra-
phy (Fig. 5.2b). However, the drying influence of stomatal closure is stronger in
the case with topography (Fig. 5.2c) than with flat continents (Fig. 5.3c). Over
the Maritime Continent, the response of  P to stomatal closure is mixed in the
flat-continents case. This is in contrast to the simulation with topography, where
 P is clearly enhanced when stomatal closure is taken into account. Hence, to-
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Figure 5.2: Annual mean  P in response to a doubling of CO2 for the realistic continents
(RC) with (a) and without (b) parameterisation of the stomatal closure effect. Panel c
shows the difference between the two.
pography clearly modifies the response of P to warming and stomatal closure
over the Amazon basin and over the Maritime Continent. While the influence of
topography on the sensitivity of  P to stomatal closure is certainly an interest-
ing finding which merits further investigation, the present study focuses on more
fundamental aspects of the continents such as size and evaporative resistance.
5.4 Moisture advection versus local evapotranspi-
ration
In a simulation with two idealised, rectangular continents and bucket hydrology
(Fig. 5.4: row 2C, column ’bucket’) the  P response is surprisingly similar to the
realistic continents (Fig. 5.2b). P increases over idealised Africa and decreases
over parts of idealised South America, as it does in the simulation with realistic
continents (see also Section 4.3 for a more detailed discussion).
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Figure 5.3:  P for RCflat a) with and b) without parameterisation of the stomatal closure
effect, and the difference between the two (c).
More importantly, the simulations with two idealised continents reveal a sensi-
tivity to changes in stomatal conductance which is similar to the response over the
realistic continents. In 2C with 50% stomatal closure (Fig. 5.4: 2C, ‘50%cond’),
the drying over idealised South America is enhanced compared to the ‘bucket’
case, while the African continent shows no clear  P response to the change in
stomatal conductance. Similar to the Maritime Continent, the narrowest continent
also sees a stronger P increase along the Equator when stomatal conductance
decreases with warming compared to the ‘bucket’ simulation (Fig. 5.4: 3 , com-
paring the ‘50%cond’ column with the ‘bucket’ column).
The fact that the idealised continents exhibit a similar  P behaviour to the re-
alistic continents – which in turn capture some of the behaviour of more complex
models – suggests that the insight gained from our idealised continent exper-
iments could contribute to our understanding of some of the warming-induced
rainfall changes seen in more complex ESMs in response to vegetation changes.
Humidity for continental rainfall is provided by moisture advection and by local
evapotranspiration (EA). The role of moisture advection for  P can be investi-
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Figure 5.4:  P for the idealised continents with different stomatal conductances in the
perturbed climate (x-axis) and different continental widths (y-axis). Note the different
range of the colourbar compared to the previous two figures.
gated best in the extreme stomatal closure scenario, where no evaporation oc-
curs over land surfaces in the perturbed climate (‘0%cond’). This results in a P
decrease over all land regions for any continent wider than 3  longitude. In this
case, the narrowest island sees a strong increase in Equatorial P (Figs. 5.4 and
5.5: 3 , ‘0%cond’). The P increase is much stronger in ‘0%cond’ than when the
stomata remain completely open in the perturbed climate (‘bucket’).
For the narrow island (3 ) in the ‘0%cond’ case, temperatures at the surface
and in the lower troposphere increase (Fig. 5.6a) since the land surface can-
not release energy in the form of latent heat through evapotranspiration (Manabe
et al., 1991; Dong et al., 2009). This triggers an enhancement of ascent and
low-level convergence over the island, which acts to advect moisture from the
surrounding ocean. Therefore, relative humidity (Fig. 5.7a) and thus P increase
over the island, despite the fact that moisture cannot be provided locally by the
land surface. This finding confirms recent studies which propose this mechanism
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Figure 5.5: Precipitation changes as in Figure 5.4 but only for the 3 , 6  and AM conti-
nents and stomatal conductances of 0% and 100% (bucket) in the perturbed climate.
as explanation for the vegetation-change induced rainfall increase over the Mar-
itime Continent (Chadwick et al., 2019; Saint-Lu et al., 2019; Kooperman et al.,
2018).
The circulation and P responses over the 3  continent and the surrounding
ocean are strong when evaporation over land is decreased to zero in the per-
turbed climate. In comparison, when stomatal conductance remains at 100%
(bucket), the temperature and circulation responses are much weaker (Fig. 5.6b).
As a result, moisture convergence and P increase less than when evaporation
from land surfaces is completely switched off in the perturbed climate. The
‘50%cond’ case shows an intermediate response with more widespread but slightly
weaker P increases in the Equatorial region compared to the ‘0%cond’ case (Fig.
5.4: 3 , ‘50%cond’). Hence, maybe counter intuitively, P over a narrow island
such as the Maritime Continent is enhanced much more when EA over land
ceases with the CO2 increase (‘0%cond’) than when moisture can be provided
by local evapotranspiration (‘bucket’ and also ‘50%cond’).
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Figure 5.6: Doubling of CO2 induced changes in temperature ( T , colours, in Kelvin)
and the zonal circulation (vectors, in m/s) averaged over 10 S - 10 N for the narrowest
continent (3  lon) with a) 0% and b) 100% (bucket) stomatal conductance in the perturbed
climate, and the difference between the two cases (c). The continent is located at 0  lon
and has a negligible extent in this graphic. The change in the vertical velocity has been
amplified by a factor of 3000 following Nie et al. (2010)
Figure 5.7: Same as Figure 5.6 but with changes in relative humidity ( r in absolute %)
instead of  T .
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While the 3  continent gets wetter along the Equator in the experiment with
0% conductance in the perturbed climate, all continents of 6  longitudinal extent
or more get drier (Fig. 5.5: column ‘0%cond’). For all continents wider than 3 
longitude, moisture advection from the ocean is no longer sufficient to increase
P with warming. Instead, local evapotranspiration is required to provide moisture
for rainfall.
Thus, in terms of  P there is a balance between the width of the continent and
the degree of stomatal closure with increasing CO2. A very narrow continent sees
a strong P increase when stomatal conductance completely ceases with the CO2
perturbation (‘0%cond’), whereas a wider continent dries out in this experiment.
The highest stomatal conductance (‘bucket’) sees weaker  P over all continents,
but P is able to increase for continents of all widths less than 100  in this case.
Intuitively, one might expect a 50% decrease in stomatal conductance to result
in a P decrease over all continents, due to restricted evaporation. However, P and
EA both increase over parts of each individual continent between 10 S and 10 N
(Figs. 5.4 and 5.8: row 3  to AF, column ‘50%cond’). The ‘bucket’ and ‘stomata’
experiments help decompose  P into the contributions from changes in radiative
transfer versus stomatal conductance. Figure 5.9a shows that stomatal closure
on its own leads to a P decrease, whereas the change in radiative transfer alone
leads to a P increase over the Equatorial region (10 S-10 N) for each individual
continent. For idealised Africa, the two components add linearly to give the full
 P response. For all other continents, the full response lies somewhere between
the ‘stomata’ and radiative-transfer induced  P . This indicates that the full  P is
a combination of increasing P due to changes in the radiative transfer, and the
stomatal closure induced P decrease, but non-linear effects are not negligible.
The ‘stomata’ and ‘bucket’ experiments can be compared to the ‘vegCO2’ and
‘r adCO2’ style experiments from Skinner et al. (2017) or Swann et al. (2016)
(albeit the experiments have slightly different names there, see Section 5.2.4).
For the ‘bucket’ experiments, our findings are consistent with Swann et al. (2016)
and Skinner et al. (2017) over the Maritime Continent and Equatorial Africa with
increases in all cases (Fig. 5.9a, 3  and 60 ), but for individual idealised America
(Fig. 5.9a, 40 ), P increases in our ‘bucket’ simulation and decreases in these
authors’ r adCO2 style experiments over the Amazon basin. This is likely due
to the presence of Africa in the ESMs, which has a drying influence on South
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Figure 5.8: Annual mean  EA for different continental widths (y-axis) and degrees of
stomatal closure in the perturbed climate (x-axis).
America as we found in Chapter 4. For the ‘stomata’ experiments, our results
are consistent with the vegCO2-style experiments from Swann et al. (2016) and
Skinner et al. (2017) over the Amazon basin, but not for Equatorial Africa and the
Maritime Continent. Interestingly, in our simulations the radiative transfer changes
are clearly required to produce the P increase over the narrow island (Fig. 5.4:
3 , ‘50%cond’), whereas in ESMs, the vegetation response alone is sufficient to
enhance the circulation and rainfall over the Maritime Continent, possibly due to
topographic features.
5.5 Limits on evaporation
As briefly mentioned above, in Chapter 4 we showed that the warming-induced
enhancement of ascent over idealised Equatorial Africa leads to a decrease in
P over idealised America to the south of the Equator (in the ‘idealised Amazon
basin’) for the traditional bucket model. Our simulations with stomatal closure re-
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Figure 5.9: a) Decomposition of area-averaged (from 10 S to 10 N) annual mean  P for
50%cond (‘full change’) into the contribution from changes in radiative-transfer (‘bucket’)
and changes in stomatal conductance at control CO2 levels (‘stomata’). b) Annual mean,
area weighted P for different continental extents for the control climate with completely
open stomata (bucket ctl) and the perturbed climates (bucket pert and 50%cond pert).
Precipitation per area decreases by 0.063 (bucket ctl), 0.067 (bucket pert) and 0.066
(50%cond pert) per degree longitude in (b).
veal that the decrease in P with warming over the idealised Amazon basin is even
stronger when stomatal conductance is reduced with warming (Fig. 5.4: compare
2C ‘50%cond’ to 2C ‘bucket’). This is in accordance with projections from compre-
hensive GCMs or ESMs (see Section 2.6) and with our realistic simulation (Fig.
5.2). The amplified P decrease over the idealised Amazon basin in ‘50%cond’
could either be caused remotely by a stronger circulation response over idealised
Africa (and hence stronger subsidence and drying over the Amazon basin), or by
local changes over idealised America, or a combination of both.
The drying impact of idealised Africa on idealised South America does not
change significantly when stomatal closure is represented in the model (Fig.
5.10). Hence, the additional decrease in P over idealised South America must
largely be the result of local changes. We note that there is a small region on
the Equator and to the North where the difference between the ‘bucket’ and
‘50%cond’ experiments is not zero (Fig. 5.10c). This is not the focus of the
present discussion but merits further investigation in future work.
The individual idealised American continent exhibits a stronger sensitivity to
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Figure 5.10:  P for 2C-AM a) in the bucket simulation, b) in 50%cond and the difference
between the two (c). Taking the difference between 2C and AM shows the impact that
the presence of Africa in 2C has on the American continent (see also Section 4.4).
changes in stomatal conductance than the idealised African continent (Figure
5.11). When stomatal conductance decreases, idealised America sees a strong
P decrease in the idealised Amazon basin (Fig. 5.4: AM ‘50%cond’). When
stomata remain completely open in a warmer climate, P increases or remains the
same, but does not decrease anywhere (Fig. 5.4: AM ’bucket’). In contrast, for
the idealised African continent the P increase is similar with and without stomatal
closure (Fig. 5.4: AF ‘50%cond’ versus AF ’bucket’). The stronger sensitivity of
 P to changes in stomatal conductance over the American continent compared to
the African continent is also reflected in the slopes of the regression lines in Figure
5.11 with k ⇡ 2 for AM and k ⇡ 1 for AF. Hence, the warming-induced circulation
anomaly over idealised Africa and consequent subsidence over idealised America
is similar with or without stomatal closure. This is inferred1 here from the similar
 P over Equatorial Africa with and without stomatal closure (Fig. 5.11) and the
similar drying impact of idealised Africa on idealised America in Figure 5.10. In
the following, we will outline one possible explanation for the higher sensitivity of
1This also becomes evident when comparing Fig. 5.21b to Fig. 4.5b.
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 P to stomatal closure over the smaller idealised American continent compared
to the larger idealised African continent.
Figure 5.11: Annual mean  P for all land points between 10 S and 10 N for individual
idealised America (AM, cyan) and idealised Africa (AF, magenta) for the ’bucket’ simula-
tion (x-axis) and for 50%cond (y-axis). Total least squares regressions were used to fit
the linear regressions. The black line represents y = x . The slope of the line for ide-
alised Africa is k = 1.03 with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.77. For idealised America,
the slope of the line is 2.21, and r = 0.56.
The increase in EA over idealised America along the Equator and to the north
is weaker in the experiment with stomatal closure compared to the ‘bucket’ ex-
periment (Fig. 5.8: compare AM ‘50%cond’ with ‘bucket’). Somewhat counter
intuitively, the P increase is stronger in this region in ‘50%cond’ than in ‘bucket’.
In contrast, over idealised Africa EA seems to be tightly coupled to P when com-
paring the experiments with and without stomatal closure.
But why does EA over idealised Equatorial America not increase in step with
P , whereas it does over idealised Africa, even though the change in stomatal
conductance is the same for both continents? The Budyko framework provides
helpful insight into the limits on evapotranspiration over those two continents of
different size.
In the Fu or Budyko space, control climate EA over idealised Equatorial Amer-
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ica would still be classed as ‘moisture-limited’ but is close to the energy limit,
whereas EA over idealised Africa is clearly moisture-limited (Fig. 5.12). In the
perturbed ‘bucket’ case, the limits on EA largely remain the same for both conti-
nents. However, in ‘50%cond’ EA over idealised America becomes energy-limited
along the Equator and to the north and remains moisture-limited in the idealised
Amazon basin. Over idealised Equatorial Africa, EA remains moisture limited.
As a result, the increase in EA over idealised America along the Equator and to
the north is weaker in ‘50%cond’ than in ‘bucket’ (Fig. 5.8), even though the P
increase is stronger.
Figure 5.12: Moisture (red) and energy (grey) limited regions for AM and AF in the control
and perturbed (’bucket’ and 50%cond) climates. White areas lie between the moisture
and energy limit.
Since EA over idealised America along the Equator and to the north is not
high enough to provide moisture for the strong P increase, moisture convergence
into the region increases (Fig. 5.13). In the idealised Amazon basin moisture
divergence increases, possibly as a result of the increased moisture demand in
the convergence region along the Equator and to the north. This might explain
why the decrease in P in the idealised Amazon basin is stronger in the ‘50%cond’
experiment compared to the ‘bucket’ case.
The change in P  E for example from Figure 5.13 can be decomposed into the
contribution from changes in the specific humidity (the ‘thermodynamic’ compo-
nent  T H ), dynamical changes due to the mean circulation ( MCD ) and tran-
sient eddies ( T E ), and a residual term (R , see Section 5.2.2 and Seager et al.,
2010). In both the ‘bucket’ and ‘50%cond’ cases, the contributions from  T H and
 MCD are largest, with a small contribution from  T E and even smaller resid-
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Figure 5.13: Colours show changes in the column-integrated moisture flux convergence
or P   E (see Eq. 2.3) and arrows show 870hPa moisture flux for AM 50%cond.
ual (Fig. 5.14), in line with Seager et al. (2010). The same holds true for most
of the other continental sizes considered here (between 3  and 100  longitudinal
extent), with  T H and  MCD generally being the largest contributions to the
overall changes in P   E (Fig. 5.15).
In the ‘50%cond’ case for idealised America (Fig. 5.14b),  T H and  MCD
have the same sign in some areas of the Equatorial region, but in the idealised
Amazon basin  MCD leads to a decrease in P   E which overcompensates
the increase from thermodynamic changes. For the ‘bucket’ experiment,  MCD
partly offsets the thermodynamic changes – which clearly dominate the overall
change in P   E (Figs. 5.14a and 5.15a.) – in all Equatorial regions.
Another way of presenting the limits on EA over idealised America and Africa
is the Fu curve (Fig. 5.16). For idealised America, a larger number of land regions
move from the moisture-limited section of the Fu curve in the control climate to
the energy-limited section for ‘50%cond’ than for the ’bucket’ experiment. For the
idealised African continent, only very few regions move into the energy-limited
regime in both the ‘50%cond’ and ‘bucket’ experiments. For both continents,
the Fu curve shifts downward with warming in the bucket case, and upward in
the ‘50%cond’ case. The changes in the shape of the Fu-curve are reflected in
changes of the shape parameter !: Values for idealised America are 2.09 (ctl),
2.01 (’bucket’) and 2.27 (50%cond). For idealised Africa, ! = 1.90 (ctl), 1.85
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Figure 5.14: Moisture budget decomposition following Seager et al. (2010) for a) the
‘bucket’ and b) the ‘50%cond’ experiment with idealised America. Changes in P   E (top
row) are split into the thermodynamic ( T H ), mean circulation dynamics ( MCD ) and
transient eddy ( T E ) contributions, and a residual (R , see Section 5.2.2).
Figure 5.15: Area-averaged moisture budget decomposition into the same components
as in Figure 5.14 for all continent sizes from 3  to 100  longitudinal extent for a) the
‘bucket’ and b) the ‘50%cond’ experiments. The average is taken over the Equatorial
region (10 S to 10 N).
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Figure 5.16: Fu curves for a) idealised America and b) idealised Africa for the control
climate (sand), the perturbed ‘bucket’ climate (cyan) and the perturbed 50%cond climate
(green). The small dots represent land grid points between 10 S and 10 N, while the
asterisks represent the Fu curves fitted to the data.
(’bucket’) and 2.01 (50%cond).
Since the Fu curve combines EA and EP it is helpful to look at those quantities
individually with respect to P (Fig. 5.17). EA tends to be high where P is high
due to the availability of soil moisture (Fig. 5.17 a and b). EP tends to be high
where P is low (Fig. 5.17 c and d), due to higher surface temperatures (Fig.
5.18, particularly in the Equatorial region between 10 S and 10 N) and thus more
available energy.
EP increases with warming in the ‘bucket’ experiment as more energy be-
comes available at the surface (Fig. 5.17c and d). When stomatal conductance
decreases with warming, EP decreases, because potential evaporation takes
changes in stomatal conductance into account. Just like EP , EA tends to increase
in the ‘bucket’ simulation, and decrease when stomatal conductance is taken into
account (Fig. 5.17a and b). EA and changes in EA are much smaller than EP
and changes thereof. EP is an upper limit for EA, because EA is limited by soil
moisture in addition to energy (represented by EP ).
Looking at the control P over idealised Africa and idealised America gives
an indication as to why EA becomes energy limited over the latter, while it re-
mains moisture limited over the former. Figure 5.9b shows that the larger the
continent is, the less P per unit area it receives. This is true for the control and
perturbed (’bucket’ and ‘50%cond’) climates. The lower P , the more likely EA is
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Figure 5.17: EA and EP versus P for all land points between 10 S and 10 N for AM
and AF in the control simulation (‘bucket ctl’) and perturbed climates (‘bucket pert’ and
‘50%cond pert’).
Figure 5.18: Relationship between P andTS over land in the perturbed climate from the
AM ’bucket’ experiment. Marker colours indicate the latitude (North or South) with darker
colours closer to the Equator and brighter colours further towards the subtropics.
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to be moisture-limited (EP /P > 1) rather than energy-limited (EP /P < 1) for two
reasons. A small amount of P leads to a greater value of EP /P directly, as the
denominator is small. In addition, surface temperatures – and thus EP – over land
tend to be high where P is low, particularly in the Equatorial region between 10 S
and 10 N (Fig. 5.18).
If P increases in a region with low Pct l (for example over Equatorial Africa,
see Fig. 5.9b), then EA increases proportionally. In this case, EA is limited by
the available soil moisture, and thus by rainfall. However, if P is already high in
the control climate (as is the case for idealised Equatorial America) and thus soil
moisture is abundant, a further increase in P does not result in an equivalent EA
increase. This is because evaporation becomes limited by the available energy
(captured by EP ) rather than the available moisture (P ).
Returning to the two continents experiment discussed at the start of this sec-
tion, the strong P decrease over the idealised Amazon basin in the 2C ‘50%cond’
experiment can be understood as a combination of local drying due to stomatal
closure, and a remotely-forced drying due to circulation changes over Africa. In
fact, the remotely forced and the local drying combine almost linearly to give the
full P response (Fig. 5.19).
Figure 5.19:  P for a) 2C ’bucket’, b) 2C ‘50%cond’, c) AM ‘50%cond’ - AM ‘bucket’, and
d) the difference between the full experiment (2C ‘50%cond’) and the linear addition (2C
’bucket’ plus AM ‘50%cond’ - AM ‘bucket’).
Adding  P from the two continents experiment without stomatal closure (2C
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‘bucket’, Fig. 5.19a) to the  P over idealised America which is attributable to
stomatal closure (Fig. 5.19c) gives a similar  P over the idealised Amazon basin
as 2C ‘50%cond’ (Fig. 5.19b) and the residual is small everywhere except for a
small region close to the Equator, which is not the focus of the present study (Fig.
5.19d)2. The changes in the idealised Amazon basin thus seem to be mostly
due to a combination of the  P changes in 2C bucket due to the teleconnection
between idealised Africa and America (see Section 4.4) and local changes over
idealised America due to stomatal closure.
When the Africa-sized continent is replaced by a second America-sized conti-
nent (2AM in Fig. 5.4) the drying influence of the East Continent on the idealised
Amazon basin is much weaker (compare Fig. 5.20d to Fig. 5.10b). This is due to
the fact that there is less subsidence and drying to the west of idealised America
compared to idealised Africa (Fig. 5.21a,b). The weaker circulation response can
also be inferred from the much weaker P decrease over the ocean to the west of
the continent for idealised America than for idealised Africa (Fig. 5.20a,b). There-
fore, the influence of an idealised American continent on the western American
continent is smaller than that of an Africa-sized continent.
Figure 5.20:  P for a) AM, b) AF, c) 2AM and the drying influence of an America sized
eastern continent on western AM (d) for the 50%cond experiment.
The hypothesis that lower EP /P over parts of idealised America in ‘50%cond’
compared to the ‘bucket’ experiment might partly explain a stronger P decrease
2Panel d is the same as Figure 5.10c but with opposite signs.
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Figure 5.21: Warming-induced changes in r (colours, in absolute %) and zonal circu-
lation (vectors, in m/s) averaged over 10 S - 10 N for a) AM, b) AF, c) 2AM and the
difference between 2AM and AM (d) for the ‘50%cond’ experiment. The boxes indicate
the locations of the continents. The change in the vertical velocity has been amplified by
a factor of 8000 following Nie et al. (2010).
over the idealised Amazon basin when stomatal closure is taken into account is in-
vestigated in a simulation with realistic continents and topography. In ‘50%cond’,
evaporation is close to the energy limit in the Eastern Amazon basin (Fig. 5.22c),
but not in the ‘bucket’ experiment (Fig. 5.22b). In ‘50%cond’, moisture conver-
gence increases into the energy limited region and divergence increases else-
where, particularly over northern South America (Fig. 5.23). Hence, a similar
mechanism as outlined above for the idealised continents might contribute to the
drying of parts of tropical South America in the realistic simulation.
The presence of topography and the other continents in the simulation with
realistic continents will also likely influence P and thus also EA over South Amer-
ica and Africa. As an intermediate step, the limits on EA are shown for the 2C
simulation in Figure 5.24. For the control and ‘50%cond’ climates (Fig. 5.24a,c),
the behaviour barely differs3 from simply combining the two continents in Figure
3For the perturbed ‘bucket’ climate (Fig. 5.24b) the behaviour over idealised America in 2C
does change compared to when the continent is on its own (Fig. 5.12), consistent with the fact
that in isolation, idealised America receives more rainfall with warming in the ‘bucket’ case (see
Fig. 5.4: AM ‘bucket’) and hence is more likely to be close to the energy limit (Fig. 5.12), whereas
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Figure 5.22: Moisture (red) and energy (grey) limited regions for RC a) in the control
climate, b) in the perturbed ’bucket’ and c) in the perturbed 50%cond climate. White
areas lie between the moisture and energy limit.
Figure 5.23: Colours show changes in column-integrated moisture flux convergence or
P   E (see Eq. 2.3) and arrows show 870hPa moisture flux for RC 50%cond.
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5.12, while not quite capturing the behaviour of the realistic continents particu-
larly over Equatorial Africa. Hence, topography and potentially other land masses
might play an important role in setting the limits on evapotranspiration in the real-
istic continents case. In future work, the hypothesis will be tested in simulations
with realistic South America and Africa in isolation with and without topography,
in order to disentangle the contributions from topography and other continents.
Figure 5.24: As in Figure 5.22 but for 2C.
5.6 Conclusions
The motivation for this chapter was to understand the projected amplification of
the drying over the Amazon basin and wetting over the Maritime Continent in re-
sponse to plant physiological changes (Kooperman et al., 2018; Chadwick et al.,
2017; Skinner et al., 2017; Swann et al., 2016). Using Isca (Vallis et al., 2018 and
see Section 3), we designed idealised Atmospheric General Circulation Models
with realistic continents and idealised rectangular continents of varying width,
in combination with Africa, idealised America receives less rainfall with warming (see Fig. 5.4: 2C
‘bucket’, and Chapter 4) and hence is more likely to be moisture limited (Fig. 5.24b).
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spanning the entire tropical band (30 S-30 N). A simple representation of veg-
etation was included in Isca, representing changes in stomatal conductance in
response to CO2 forcing.
In a simulation with realistic continents and topography, a 50% reduction in
stomatal conductance with a doubling of CO2 resulted in a stronger and more
widespread drying over the Amazon basin and stronger wetting over the Mar-
itime Continent than when the vegetation changes were neglected, in accordance
with ESM projections. For one, this finding provides further evidence that the
land-surface influences atmospheric processes (Shukla and Mintz, 1982; Bonan,
2008). This is similar to the findings from Chapter 4 concerning the impact of soil
moisture-limited evaporation on continental precipitation. Furthermore, the strong
drying over the Amazon basin in response to a decrease in stomatal conductance
implies that deforestation in the Amazon basin could result in strong precipitation
decreases (Spracklen et al., 2018, 2012; Wright et al., 2017), since removal of
trees essentially corresponds to a very strong decrease in stomatal conductance
(albeit evaporation from the soil and grass would still occur).
The simulations with two rectangular, flat continents representing Africa and
America, and with a single narrow continent representing for example Sulawesi in
the Maritime Continent showed a similar sensitivity of  P to vegetation changes
compared to their realistic counterparts. This suggests that our idealised model
simulations pose valuable tools for understanding the processes dominating pre-
cipitation change in the realistic simulations and in ESMs.
Somewhat surprisingly, the narrow continent experienced a stronger P in-
crease when stomata were completely closed with warming (and thus no evapora-
tion occurred over land) than when stomata remained open (allowing for moisture
to be provided locally). Convection increased over the continent due to increasing
surface temperatures caused by the lack of evaporation over land. The increase in
convection led to moisture advection onto the island from the surrounding ocean.
This finding confirms recent studies by Chadwick et al., 2019, Saint-Lu et al.,
2019 and Kooperman et al., 2018.
In a simulation with idealised Africa and America and no change in stom-
atal conductance with warming, a Matsuno-Gill type circulation anomaly over ide-
alised Africa leads to subsidence and drying over the idealised Amazon basin,
as shown in Chapter 4. This teleconnection had roughly the same strength in
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an experiment with the two idealised continents when stomatal conductance was
reduced by 50% in the perturbed climate. The stronger drying over the idealised
Amazon basin in the stomatal-closure experiment was therefore a combination of
the remotely-forced drying and local changes.
Over idealised America in isolation, rainfall increased strongly along the Equa-
tor and to the north, but decreased in the idealised Amazon basin. Since evap-
oration near the Equator did not increase in-step with precipitation, humidity had
to be provided by advection from surrounding land regions such as the idealised
Amazon basin, inhibiting rainfall there. We hypothesised that high rainfall rates in
the unperturbed climate could be the underlying reason for the weak increase in
evaporation along the Equator and ultimately for the drying of the Amazon basin.
The impact of the pre-industrial circulation regime over the Amazon basin has
been shown to play a key role in projected P changes (Saint-Lu et al., 2019).
A similar mechanism as discussed above for the idealised continents was
identified in the simulation with realistic continents, and might thus contribute
to the projected drying of the Amazon basin in complex models. However, this
hypothesis is yet to be tested in a complex GCM or in Isca in simulations with re-
alistic South America and with realistic Africa in isolation and in combination with
other continents in order to further disentangle local from remotely-influenced  P .
In this study, we have linked the stronger sensitivity of precipitation and evap-
oration over idealised Equatorial America compared to Equatorial Africa to high
pre-industrial precipitation and a consequent shift of evaporation into the energy-
limited regime over the former. However, the causality between stronger moisture
convergence near the Equator and divergence in other parts of the Amazon basin
remains unclear. In future work, we will use data with hourly instead of monthly
resolution to investigate whether the P   E increase at the Equator actually pre-
cedes the decrease in other parts of the Amazon basin causing drying there, or
whether maybe the drying response occurs first.
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Chapter 6
The land-sea contrast of tropical
rainfall
In this chapter, we investigate the difference between rainfall over land and ocean
in very idealised set-ups. This work was inspired by discussions with Prof. Dargan
Frierson and also by input from Prof. David Battisti, Dr. Marysa M. Laguë and Dr.
Brian Green during my visit to the University of Washington.
The key findings presented in this chapter are
1. The Matsuno-Gill theory cannot be used to interpret rainfall changes for
a type of surface warming which is associated with a strong decrease in
evaporation. Changes in the atmospheric energy budget provide a better
framework in this case.
2. Seasonal rainfall migrates further poleward over land compared to ocean
even when the thermal inertia is the same for both. This is connected to
limited evaporation and thus strong sensible heating over land especially
poleward of 10 .
3. The drying of the Amazon basin due to circulation changes over Africa is




Compared to ocean, land generally has a higher albedo and surface roughness, a
lower thermal inertia, and – as discussed in previous chapters – more constrained
evaporation. Over land, evaporation (E ) is inhibited by the fact that there is less
moisture available than over lakes or oceans, but also due to the resistance of
the soil and vegetation to lose water to the atmosphere (Budyko, 1974, Manabe,
1969 and Sections 2.4 and 2.5).
The Matsuno-Gill theory of the tropical circulation states that introducing a sur-
face heat source at the Equator leads to atmospheric ascent over the heating, and
subsidence to the east and west, associated with a Kelvin and a Rossby wave,
respectively (Gill, 1980 and Section 2.3). This theory has been used to relate
strong rainfall over one continent to dry conditions over a land mass to the west
(Cook et al., 2004; Rodwell and Hoskins, 1996), and rainfall changes over Africa
to drying over the Amazon basin (Pietschnig et al., 2019; Kooperman et al., 2018).
As stated by Gill (1980), the tropical continents can be considered such sources
of surface heating. Due to limited evaporation over land, the absorbed shortwave
radiation is mostly balanced by sensible heat and upwelling longwave radiation,
leading to higher surface temperatures (Manabe et al., 1991; Dong et al., 2009).
While changes in surface temperatures have been shown to be a good indica-
tor of tropical circulation and precipitation changes over ocean (the ‘warmer-get-
wetter’ hypothesis, see Section 2.2, Xie et al., 2010 and Chadwick et al., 2014),
this framework is less applicable over land. This is partly due to the fact that not
only temperature but also relative humidity changes affect  P over land (Maroon
et al., 2016; Chadwick et al., 2016; Byrne and O’Gorman, 2016; Lambert et al.,
2017). The moist static energy (MSE) budget of the atmosphere provides a more
comprehensive framework for understanding the distribution of precipitation un-
der a climate perturbation (Maroon et al., 2016; Neelin and Held, 1987; Bischoff
and Schneider, 2014; Boos and Korty, 2016; Wei and Bordoni, 2018; Seo et al.,
2017), since the moist static energy
h = cpT + gz + Lq (6.1)
takes temperature (T ), humidity (q ) and potential energy (z ) into account (see
Eq. 2.4). In this equation, cp is the heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure
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(⇡ 1004 J/(kg · K)), g ⇡ 9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration on Earth and
L is the latent heat of vapourisation (⇡ 2.45 · 106 J/kg).
Maroon et al. (2016) showed that when a subtropical continent is placed on an
aquaplanet in the Northern Hemisphere (NH), the NH becomes warmer than the
Southern Hemisphere (SH), but the ITCZ shifts into the SH. Based on the notion
that surface temperatures control the location of the ITCZ, one would expect a
shift of the tropical rain band into the Northern Hemisphere. The Northern Hemi-
sphere gets warmer both over land and ocean due to limited evaporation over
the continent. In spite of the temperature increase, the moist static energy of the
Northern Hemisphere is lower than that of the Southern Hemisphere. Therefore,
the ITCZ shifts into the energetically richer Southern Hemisphere, showing that
the energy budget of the atmosphere is a more useful framework than tempera-
tures alone.
As discussed in Section 2.8, the convergence of the vertically integrated low-
level horizontal wind ( +.vh,2) and the net energy input to the atmosphere (Fnet )
are related via the gross moist stability  h through
  h+.vh,2 ' Fnet (6.2)
(see Eq. 2.14, Neelin and Held, 1987). If the gross moist stability can be as-
sumed to be constant under a climate perturbation,  Fnet should be proportional
to  ( +.vh,2) and thus  P in the tropics (Neelin and Held, 1987). Several stud-
ies have successfully applied this energetic framework to changes in rainfall by
relating shifts in the ITCZ to changes in the atmospheric energy transport (Frier-
son and Hwang, 2012; Donohoe et al., 2013). However, changes in  h cannot
always be neglected, as shown by Seo et al. (2017) and Wei and Bordoni (2018)
for aquaplanet simulations (see Section 2.8).
In recent decades, theories of the monsoon have started to shift away from
the classic ‘large-scale land-sea breeze’ paradigm towards the perception that
monsoons are a regional manifestation of the seasonal migration of the ITCZ over
land (Geen et al., 2020; Hill, 2019), particularly since monsoon-type behaviour
has been observed in aquaplanet simulations (Bordoni and Schneider, 2008, Wei
and Bordoni, 2018, Geen et al., 2018 and Section 2.9).
The moist static energy budget of the atmosphere also proves useful for under-
standing the seasonal migration of the ITCZ over land and over ocean. Privé and
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Plumb (2007) showed that the tropical precipitation peak tends to be located near
or slightly equatorward of the peak in near-surface moist static energy (MSEb ).
In Chapter 4 (and Pietschnig et al., 2019), we showed that enhanced ascent
and rainfall over Equatorial Africa leads to drying over the Amazon basin via a
Matsuno-Gill type teleconnection under a doubling of CO2. As mentioned in Cook
et al. (2004) for the pre-industrial climate, the proximity between Africa and South
America makes a teleconnection between the two continents possible. This begs
the question how this teleconnection changes with increasing or decreasing dis-
tance between Africa and South America.
In this chapter, the basic mechanisms which control rainfall over land and
ocean are investigated using the modeling framework ‘Isca’ to design idealised
Atmospheric General Circulation Model experiments (Vallis et al., 2018 and see
Section 3). The chapter is structured as follows: In the methods section, the the-
ory for relating low-level convergence and thus tropical rainfall to the atmospheric
energy budget is briefly outlined (a detailed discussion can be found in Section
2.8), followed by a description of the simulations used here. The findings are
presented in four sections: In Section 6.3, four different types of surface warming
are studied with aquaplanets or with one rectangular, flat tropical continent. In
Section 6.4, rainfall changes for the different surface warming experiments are
connected to changes in the atmospheric energy budget. In Section 6.5, the sea-
sonal migration of the ITCZ over land and ocean is investigated in terms of the
near-surface moist static energy. In the last results section, the impact of two
rectangular continents representing Africa and America on each other is studied
in a series of ‘continental drift’ experiments. In the final section, the results from
this chapter are summarised and ideas for future research are presented.
6.2 Methods





= FMSE = Fnet (6.3)
where h is the moist static energy, v is the three-dimensional wind vector and
Fnet is the net energy input to the atmospheric column through the top of the
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atmosphere and the surface (see Section 2.8). The integration is performed from
p = 0 at the top of the atmosphere to the surface (p = pS ), overbars denote time
means. The overbar has been omitted from FMSE and Fnet but these quantities
denote time means.





= FMSE = Fnet (6.4)
where primes denote deviations from the time mean. Further, in pressure coordi-





= FMSE = Fnet .
(e.g. Hill et al., 2017). Since h = cpT + gz + Lq (Eq. 6.1), this can be split into
the contributions from each component to the total divergence of FMSE :
FcpT = cp ·
pSπ
0
v.+T + +.(T 0v0)dp
g
(6.5)
Fgz = g ·
pSπ
0
v.+z + +.(z 0v0)dp
g
(6.6)
FLq = L ·
pSπ
0
v.+q + +.(q 0v0)dp
g
(6.7)
so that FcpT +Fgz+FLq = FMSE = Fnet . The first two terms are often combined to
give FDSE , the contribution from dry static energy to the total moist static energy
flux divergence (Trenberth and Stepaniak, 2003; Pierrehumbert, 2002).





In contrast to the original definition by Neelin and Held (1987) (see Eq. 6.2 and
Section 2.8), the eddy and advective terms of FMSE are taken into account (sim-
ilar to the definition in Inoue and Back, 2015 or Kang et al., 2009). Thus, since
FMSE = Fnet (see Section 2.8 and Eq. 6.3) we can use the ‘=’ sign here in Equa-
tion 6.8 instead of the original ‘'’ in Equation 6.2 (Neelin and Held, 1987).
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(see Eq. 2.8). The mid-tropospheric level pM , up to which the mass flux diver-
gence is integrated, is defined as the pressure at which the mass streamfunction
reaches its maximum (e.g. Wei and Bordoni, 2018). In our simulations, pM lies
between 300 and 350 hPa (similar to Geen et al., 2018 and Thomson and Vallis,
2019 but different to the 700 - 550 hPa used by Kang et al., 2009).
6.2.1 Model Simulations
In this chapter, the atmospheric GCM modelling framework ‘Isca’ (Vallis et al.,
2018 and Section 3) is employed to study simulations without and with seasons.
The simulations for this chapter are summarised in Table 6.1.
For the simulations without seasons, an annual mean insolation profile is im-
posed where the cosine of the solar zenith angle (✓s ) is given by:
cos (✓s ) = 0.25 · [1 +
 s
4
· (1   3si n2(✓))] (6.10)
following Frierson et al. (2006). Here, ✓ is the latitude, and the constant  s de-
termines the meridional temperature gradient. In our simulations,  s = 0.95 best
approximates the annual mean insolation profile. This is similar to a ‘perpetual
equinox’ simulation. However, in the latter the temperature gradient between the
poles and Equator is stronger than with an annual-mean insolation profile and
thus less representative of Earth’s climate.
In the first set of simulations (‘without seasons’), we use the annual-mean
insolation profile and a 20m deep mixed-layer ocean with an albedo of ↵oc = 0.25.
In contrast to Chapters 4 and 5 where sea surface temperatures (SSTs) were
mostly prescribed, the ocean is free to respond to the energy input from the Sun.
This is the control aquaplanet simulation (AP).
In order to study the impact of a warm surface temperature anomaly on the
atmospheric circulation we introduce four different perturbations to the system.
In the first surface warming experiment, the albedo of a patch of ocean from the
AP simulation is reduced to ↵ = 0.1 (‘AP-dark-patch’). The dark patch is shaped
like the idealised American continent (AM) from Chapters 4 and 5, spanning 40 
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longitude and extending from 30 South to 30 North. In the second simulation,
a patch of ocean is replaced by a continent shaped like AM (‘AM-same’). In
this simulation, land and ocean have the same albedo (↵L = 0.25 = ↵oc) and
heat-capacity (equivalent to that of a 20m deep mixed-layer ocean). Hence, the
only difference between land and ocean is the fact that evaporation over land is
limited by the available soil moisture through the bucket model (Manabe, 1969
and see Section 3.2). In the third warming scenario ‘AM-same-2xCO2’, the CO2
concentration is doubled from 300 ppm to 600 ppm in AM-same. In the last
experiment (‘AM-dark’), the continent from AM-same is darkened (↵L = 0.1), but
the bucket hydrology is still used and land and ocean have the same thermal
inertia.
In an experiment with seasons, we investigate the impact of the seasonal
migration of the Sun on rainfall over land and ocean in the ‘AM-same’ set up
(‘seasons-AM-same’). As described above, the only difference between land and
ocean is the higher evaporative resistance over land due to the bucket model,
while albedo and heat capacity of the land are the same as over the ocean.
In our final set of experiments, the configuration with two idealised continents
representing Africa and America from Chapter 4 is revisited. In order to study
the length-scale of the Matsuno-Gill type teleconnection between the two conti-
nents, three additional experiments are conducted in which idealised America is
located 10  (‘2C 10 ’), 70  (‘2C 70 ’) and 100  (‘2C 100 ’) longitude to the west of
idealised Africa. Those simulations are compared to our original ‘2C’ experiment
from Chapter 4 where the two continents are located approximately the width
of the Atlantic Ocean apart (40  longitude). As in our original set-up, a zonally
uniform SST climatology derived from the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project (AMIP, Gates, 1992) SSTs is prescribed (see Fig. 3.1), land albedo is 1.3




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.3 Precipitation changes for different types of sur-
face warming
In the simplest ‘warming’ experiment where the albedo of a patch of ocean is re-
duced (AP-dark-patch), an increase in P occurs over the heat source (Fig. 6.1a).
Replacing a patch of ocean with land (AM-same) might be expected to exhibit an
increase in rainfall as well, since surface temperatures over land tend to be higher
than over ocean due to limited evaporation (Dong et al., 2009), and Gill (1980)
mentioned in their paper that the tropical continents can be regarded as surface
heat sources. However, P decreases over land in this simulation (Fig. 6.1b).
Figure 6.1: Annual mean  P for the four warming scenarios: a) darkening an AM-shaped
patch of ocean, b) replacing a patch of ocean with an AM-shaped continent, c) doubling
CO2 and d) darkening AM. Contours show control P   E of -2 (dashed), 1 and 2 (solid)
mm/day. The rectangular dotted, dashed and solid contours indicate the shape of the
idealised American continent.
The AP-dark-patch simulation is a perfect example of a Matsuno-Gill type cir-
culation anomaly. Surface heating leads to convection and precipitation, due to
the increases in near-surface relative humidity (r ) and specific humidity (q ) above
the boundary layer (Figs. 6.2a and 6.3a). In contrast, when the same patch of
ocean is replaced by a land surface, r and q decrease significantly in the at-
mospheric column above the continent (Figs. 6.2b and 6.3b), and P decreases
(Fig. 6.1b). Instead of stronger ascent, there is anomalous subsidence onto the
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continent, despite the fact that near-surface temperatures increase over land (Fig.
6.4b). Hence, the Matsuno-Gill theory is not applicable in this case.
Figure 6.2: Changes in relative humidity r (colours, in absolute %) and the zonal circula-
tion (vectors, in m/s) averaged over 10 S - 10 N for the four surface-warming experiments
from Fig. 6.1. Contours near the surface indicate the location of the dark ocean patch in
(a) and the continent in (b-d). The change in the vertical velocity has been amplified by a
factor of 8000 following Nie et al. (2010).
Figure 6.3: Same as Fig. 6.2 but for changes in specific humidity ( q , in g/kg).
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Figure 6.4: Same as Fig. 6.2 but here colours show the temperature changes ( T , in
Kelvin).
In the case of a doubling of CO2 for a set-up with one rectangular continent
(AM-same-2xCO2), P increases slightly (Fig. 6.1c). This experiment is different
to the one where ocean is replaced by land, because humidity increases over
the surface heat source instead of decreasing (Figs. 6.2c and 6.3c). It is there-
fore conceptually more similar to AP-dark-patch, and the Matsuno-Gill theory is
applicable. The circulation is enhanced by the doubling of CO2 and precipitation
increases. This behaviour is also similar to the circulation anomalies discussed
in Chapter 4. Note that although the mechanism is similar, this simulation is
not directly comparable to the results presented in Chapter 4, because there are
no seasons and because there is no inter-hemispheric asymmetry in the annual
mean SST distribution (i.e. the maximum is at the Equator, not in the Northern
Hemisphere). In addition, land and ocean have the same albedo (and heat ca-
pacity, but this is not of central importance due to the absence of seasons). This
experiment is also different to the other three warming scenarios, because the
forcing is globally uniform and relatively weak, whereas in the other experiments
the forcing applies to the AM-shaped patch only and is comparatively strong.
In the last ’warming’ scenario, the AM-shaped continent is heated by reducing
its albedo (AM-dark), which leads to a clear increase in P (Fig. 6.1d). Concep-
tually, this case is again similar to darkening a patch of ocean, with similar albeit
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weaker increases in convection, mid-tropospheric r , and q andT throughout the
column (Figs. 6.2 - 6.4 d). In summary, the Matsuno-Gill theory is applicable in all
cases where q does not decrease in the column above the warm surface temper-
ature anomaly. This makes sense in light of the fact that the Matsuno-Gill theory
is based on the dry shallow-water equations, and thus does not take changes in
the atmospheric moisture content into account (Maher et al., 2019).
6.4 Precipitation from an energetic perspective
The moist static energy budget is a useful framework for understanding the rainfall
changes in the four surface warming experiments. For example, when ocean is
replaced with land, near-surface T over AM increases more strongly than in the
other warming experiments (Fig. 6.4), but rainfall decreases. Hence, changes in
temperature alone are not a good metric for understanding changes in P (Maroon
et al., 2016). Instead, the energy budget of the atmospheric column should be
considered.
Before investigating  FMSE and the individual terms contributing to it (see
Eqs. 6.5 - 6.7), the terms are discussed for AP and AM-same in the zonal mean
(Fig. 6.5). Similar to Trenberth and Stepaniak (2003) we find that in the AP and
AM-same climates, in the Equatorial region between roughly 10 S and 10 N, FLq
converges towards the Equator and FDSE diverges away. This is due to the fact
that the Hadley circulation transports moisture from the subtropics towards the
Equator in its lower branch and dry static energy from the tropics to the subtrop-
ics in the upper branch (Fig. 6.7 and Pierrehumbert, 2002). As expected from
Trenberth and Stepaniak (2003), FcpT and Fgz – which together give FDSE – are
of similar magnitude, but of opposite signs. When the zonal average is taken over
the location of idealised America only, the energy flux divergences exhibit the
same behaviour as in the global zonal mean, but the terms are of much smaller
magnitude over land than over ocean (Fig. 6.6).
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Figure 6.5: Zonal mean, annual mean terms of the column-integrated moist static energy
flux divergence in W/m2 for a) AP and b) AM-same. FMSE (black) is the total flux diver-
gence, which is almost equal to Fnet (magenta), the net energy input to the atmosphere.
FLq (cyan) is the latent heating component of FMSE . The dry static energy component
FDSE (brown, solid) has been split here into the sensible heating (FcpT , brown, dashed)
and potential energy (Fgz , brown, dotted) terms, both of which have been scaled by a
factor of 1/10 for better visualization.
Figure 6.6: As in Figure 6.5, but the zonal average is taken over the location of the
idealised American continent only.
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Figure 6.7: Vertical profiles of the zonal mean moist static energy flux divergence com-
ponents a) +.(Lq · v), b) +.(cpT · v) and c) +.(gz · v) for the AP simulation. Red areas
are regions of flux divergence, blue areas are regions of flux convergence.
If the gross moist stability can be assumed to be constant under a climate
perturbation, Equation 6.8 suggests that  Fnet – and thus  FMSE (Eq. 6.3) –
should be proportional to  P in the tropics. Our results suggest that  P is in fact
related to  FMSE over the source of surface warming, both in the zonal mean
(Fig. 6.8) and on a regional scale (Fig. 6.9). In the Equatorial region,  P is
positive/negative where  FMSE is positive/negative, albeit the changes in AM-
same-2xCO2 (Fig. 6.8c) are very small.
Figure 6.8: Zonal mean changes in FMSE (black), FLq (cyan), FDSE (brown), Fnet (ma-
genta) and P (blue, right y-axis) for the four warming experiments. The zonal mean is
taken only over the dark patch (a) or over land (b-d). Note the much smaller range on the
y-axis in panel c.
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Figure 6.9: Changes in FMSE for the four warming experiments.
In order to further assess whether  P is likely to be driven mostly by  Fnet
or by changes in  h in our simulations (see Eq. 6.8), we first show that  P
is proportional to  ( +.vh,2). Figure 6.10 shows that these two quantities are
well correlated over the warm surface temperature anomaly. Next,  ( +.vh,2) is
correlated with  Fnet (Fig. 6.11) and with changes in  h (Fig. 6.12). The corre-
lation between  ( +.vh,2) and  Fnet is significantly higher than the correlation
between  ( +.vh,2) and  ( h), suggesting that the rainfall changes might be
dominated by changes in Fnet rather than changes in  h.
Looking at the changes in Fnet over the warm surface temperature anomaly for
AP-dark-patch, AM-same-2xCO2 and AM-dark (Figs. 6.8a, c, d and 6.9a, c, d), all
three show the same signs of change in FMSE and its components. The change
in each term of FMSE is simply an amplification of the respective unperturbed
climates (Fig. 6.6). For example the convergence of latent heat flux increases
(i.e. FLq decreases) as more moisture converges towards the Equator.
In contrast, when a patch of ocean is replaced by land, moisture convergence
towards the Equator decreases (Fig. 6.8b). This means that FLq increases (more
divergence) and FDSE decreases. Thus, despite the strong increase in surface
temperatures (see Fig. 6.4b), the total energy flux divergence (FMSE ) – and
equivalently (by Eq. 6.3) the net energy input to the atmosphere (Fnet ) – in the
region decreases and so does the precipitation.
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Figure 6.10: Correlation between changes in P (x-axis) and changes in  +.vh,2 (y-axis)
for all four warming experiments over a) the dark patch and over land (b-d) between 10 S
and 10 N. p-values are less than 3·10 5.
Figure 6.11: As in 6.10, but this time for  Fnet (x-axis) and changes in  +.vh,2 (y-axis).
p-values are less than 0.01 (greatest value in panel b).
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Figure 6.12: As in 6.10, but this time for changes in  h (x-axis) and changes in  +.vh,2
(y-axis). An outlier has been removed in (a) and (b). p-values are a) 0.33, b) 0.43, c) 0.18
and d) 0.84.
We have been careful to distinguish between the terms ‘heating’ and ‘warm-
ing’ in this chapter. While a surface warming (increase in temperatures) has been
imposed in all four simulations, we can not speak of a surface heating (increase
in atmospheric energy) in the experiment where the continent replaces a patch
of ocean, because the net energy input to the atmosphere (Fnet ) decreases in
this case (Fig. 6.9). The results discussed in this section demonstrate that the
increase in temperatures in all four warming experiments – which might be ex-
pected to lead to an increase in rainfall – are not a good metric for precipitation
changes when the warming is caused by a decrease in evaporation, and the moist
static energy budget of the atmosphere should be considered instead (Maroon
et al., 2016).
6.5 Impact of seasons on continental rainfall
In this section, the impact of the seasonal migration of the Sun on continental
and maritime precipitation is investigated. In the experiment studied here, the
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only difference between land and ocean is the fact that evaporation over land is
restricted by soil moisture availability through the bucket model (as in AM-same).
The heat capacities of land and ocean are both equivalent to that of a 20m deep
mixed-layer ocean.
In the annual mean, continental P in ‘seasons-AM-same’ is much greater than
in the same set-up without seasons (Fig. 6.13). This is due to the fact that this
simulation exhibits a monsoon-type P behaviour, with seasonally varying rainfall
(Fig. 6.14) and a change (albeit not reversal) of near-surface wind direction from
North-Easterly in MAM to South-Easterly in SON (Fig. 6.15). During MAM/SON,
local rainfall is very high on the East Coast of the continent, but weak towards
the west. During JJA/DJF, a weaker rain band traverses the entire continent. In
the absence of seasons, the atmospheric circulation remains in this state of weak
precipitation year-round, leading to lower annual means because the seasons of
intense rainfall are absent.
(a) seasons-AM-same (b) AM-same
Figure 6.13: Annual mean for AM-same a) with and b) without seasons.
Figure 6.14: Seasonal-mean precipitation for seasons-AM-same.
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Figure 6.15: Seasonal-mean winds (arrows) and moisture flux divergences (red is diver-
gence, blue is convergence, in 10 7 1/s) at 870 hPa for seasons-AM-same.
In order to understand why P is strong on the East Coast during MAM/SON
and weak along the Equator during JJA/DJF, the atmospheric circulation, near-
surface winds and moisture fluxes are studied. Two weak Hadley cells straddle
the Equator during JJA/DJF (Fig. 6.16) and hence near-surface winds are pre-
dominantly easterly in the tropics in those seasons (Fig. 6.15). Horizontal winds
and moisture fluxes converge along the Equator across the width of the whole
continent, leading to weak precipitation in the region. In the absence of seasons,
this ‘equinoctial’ circulation regime persists year round.
During MAM/SON, a strong cross-equatorial Hadley cell develops and thus
the ITCZ moves off the Equator (Fig. 6.16). The resultant near-surface winds
have a clear northerly/southerly component in contrast to JJA/DJF (Fig. 6.15),
similar to the South America monsoon where 850hPa winds turn from being pre-
dominantly easterly to having a cross-Equatorial component in the wet season
(Marengo et al., 2012; Geen et al., 2020). The fact that the winds are northeast-
erly/southeasterly during MAM/SON results in near-surface wind and moisture
flux convergence and strong P on the East Coast of the continent. The western
part of the continent receives less rainfall compared to the East in this ‘solsticial’
regime. The air advected into the western region is relatively dry since it crosses
half the continent in meridional and longitudinal direction (Chou et al., 2001).
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Figure 6.16: Seasonal-mean mass streamfunction for seasons-AM-same (colours and
contours) in 1010 kg/s. Clockwise circulation is shown in red (solid contours), counter-
clockwise in blue (dashed contours).
Compared to the Earth’s Hadley circulation, the seasonal cycle in our simula-
tion is lagged by about 3 months, with the equinoctial regime occuring in JJA/DJF
instead of MAM/SON, and the solsticial regime occuring in MAM/SON instead of
JJA/DJF (see Section 2.7). This is due to the high thermal inertia of the land and
ocean in our simulation. Generally, the higher the thermal inertia of the surface,
the slower the system is in responding to seasonal solar forcing, as shown in re-
cent work on aquaplanets with different mixed-layer depths (Geen et al., 2018;
Donohoe et al., 2013; Bordoni and Schneider, 2008). Our results are realistic
over the ocean, since the Earth’s ITCZ in the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean lag the
migration of the Sun by about 3 months (Battisti et al., 2018). The lag in the over-
turning circulation is thus likely caused by the large thermal inertia over land, the
fact that there is only one continent and potentially by the inability of the ocean
to transport heat laterally (Geen et al., 2018). While the lag in the seasonal cycle
of the Hadley circulation in our simulations is noteworthy, it does not affect the
interpretation of our results since our simulation is inherently unrealistic.
The maximum latitude of the tropical rain band is greater over land than over
ocean in this simulation (Figs. 6.14 and 6.17), consistent with e.g. Chou et al.
(2001). This is somewhat similar to aquaplanets, where the ITCZ migrates fur-
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ther poleward over a shallow ocean compared to a deep one, due to the greater
MSE gradient between the hemispheres (Bordoni and Schneider, 2008; Wei and
Bordoni, 2018; Donohoe et al., 2013). Despite the fact that there is no difference
in thermal inertia between land and ocean in our simulations, a contrast in the
poleward extent of the ITCZ over the two domains is achieved. This is solely due
to the evaporative resistance over land (due to the bucket hydrology).
Figure 6.17: Seasonal cycle of zonal mean P (colours) over a) the eastern part of the
continent (Land East = 20 -40 E) and b) over the ocean. White crosses indicate the
latitude of the MSEb maximum in each month. MSEb is calculated at 870 hPa (following
Bordoni and Schneider, 2008). Contours show the zonal mean MSEb in units of 105 J/kg.
Following Privé and Plumb (2007) we study the seasonal migration of rainfall
over land and ocean in relation to the sub-cloud or near-surface MSE (MSEb ,
Fig. 6.17). This analysis shines a light on the energetic constraint on the pole-
ward migration of the ITCZ over ocean compared to land. In our simulation, the
maximum of MSEb migrates further poleward over land compared to ocean. Ac-
cording to Privé and Plumb (2007), the precipitation maximum is located near
or equatorward of the MSEb maximum. Figure 6.17 shows that this is the case
in our simulation over land, whereas over ocean, the P maximum tends to be
slightly poleward of the MSEb maximum. Privé and Plumb (2007) noted a similar
behaviour in some aquaplanet simulations, but the different relationship between
MSEb and P over land compared to ocean merits further investigation. Nonethe-
less, the difference between the maximum latitude of MSEb over land compared
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Figure 6.18: Seasonal cycle of zonal mean contributions from a) sensible heat (cp ·T ),
b) latent heat (L · q ) and c) potential energy (g · z ) to MSEb (d) in J/kg, averaged over
Land East (20  - 40 E) at 870 hPa as in Fig. 6.17. The latent heat and potential energy
terms are an order of magnitude smaller than the sensible heat and total MSEb .
to ocean might give an indication as to why the rain band migrates further pole-
ward over the continent.
In the following, the differences in MSEb over land compared to ocean are
further examined. In addition to the MSEb maximum migrating further poleward
over land than over ocean, the peak value of MSEb is also higher over land.
As demonstrated by Figure 6.18, MSEb over land is dominated by the sensible
heat term (panel a), whereas latent heat (panel b) and potential energy (panel c)
together contribute only roughly 10% of the total MSEb (panel d). The contribution
of the individual terms to MSEb is similar over ocean (Fig. 6.19), with sensible
heat being the dominant term.
The sensible heat release is larger over land than over ocean, and the maxi-
mum migrates further poleward due to the limited availability of soil moisture. The
soil dries out seasonally poleward of about 10  (Fig. 6.20). In the Equatorial
region, soil moisture is replenished by rainfall year-round. North of 10 N, soil
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Figure 6.19: Same as Fig. 6.18 but this time over ocean.
moisture is limited between March and August. The energy input from the Sun
during Northern Hemisphere summer (JJA) thus leads to high surface tempera-
tures and sensible heat release. As the rain band migrates north, soil moisture
is replenished and latent heat release increases while the sensible heat flux de-
creases. The further poleward migration of the ITCZ over land compared to ocean
– despite the same thermal inertias – is thus connected to seasonally limited soil
moisture over land, and a consequent larger and further poleward sensible heat
and MSEb maximum.
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Figure 6.20: Seasonal cycle of zonal mean soil moisture (W ) averaged over Land East
(20  - 40 E) divided by the field capacity (Wf ·0.75). This ratio determines the evapo-
rative conductance CL (see Section 3.2), with values  1 corresponding to uninhibited
evaporation as over the ocean, and a value of 0 corresponding to no evaporation.
6.6 The teleconnection between Africa and South
America in continental drift experiments
The impact of idealised Africa on  P over idealised South America is related to a
warming-induced Matsuno-Gill type circulation anomaly over Africa (see Chapter
4). According to Cook et al. (2004) the teleconnection between the two continents
is facilitated by the relatively small distance between them. We investigate the
impact of Africa on South America in a series of ‘continental drift’ experiments
using the same set-up as in Chapter 4 with prescribed SSTs. The two continents
are located 10 , 40 , 70  and 100  longitude apart (Fig. 6.21).
When the two continents are closest to each other, both idealised Africa and
America receive very little rainfall in the unperturbed climate (Pct l , see contours
in Fig. 6.21). Pct l in 2C 10  is similar to the rainfall distribution when the two
continents are combined to form one supercontinent spanning 100  longitude
(resembling Pangaea, see Fig. 6.22). As shown in Chapter 5, the wider the
continent is, the less rainfall it receives.
When the continents are sufficiently far apart, idealised America receives am-
ple rainfall in the control climate, whereas idealised Africa still receives relatively
little. The fact that Pct l over idealised Africa is insensitive to the relative location
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Figure 6.21:  P (colours) for a doubling of CO2 for idealised America and Africa at a)
10 , b) 40 , c) 70  and d) 100  longitude apart. Contours show Pct l of 1 mm/day (black)
to 6 mm/day (white) with 1 mm/day spacing.
Figure 6.22: Pct l for a supercontinent spanning 100  longitude (i.e. the width of idealised
Africa and America combined) with the same set-up as the other experiments in this
section.
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of the two continents is consistent with a smaller impact of the western continent
on the eastern continent as discussed in Chapter 4 and by Cook et al. (2004).
In the experiment with idealised Africa on its own in Chapter 4 (AF, Fig. 4.4b
and 4.5b) there are ‘peak’ regions of warming-induced anomalous ascent (stronger
rainfall) and ‘trough’ regions of anomalous subsidence (weaker rainfall) over the
ocean to the west of idealised Africa. If idealised America is located in one of the
peaks, rainfall over this continent can be expected to be enhanced compared to
the simulation where America is on its own (AM, Fig. 4.4a).
This is in fact what we observe when America is 70  or 100  longitude to the
west of idealised Africa (Figs. 6.21c, d and 6.23c, d). When idealised America
is located 10  or 40  longitude away from idealised Africa, it is in a region of
anomalous subsidence and hence receives less rainfall than in AM (Figs. 6.21a,
b and 6.23a, b). In fact, the drying impact of idealised Africa on idealised America
to the South of the Equator (the ‘idealised Amazon basin’) is largest in our original
set-up where the two are 40  longitude apart, approximately like they are on
Earth.
Figure 6.23: Difference in  P due to a doubling of CO2 between the experiments with
two continents at different distances (as in Fig. 6.21) and the set-up with only idealised
America. This difference shows the impact of idealised Africa on  P over idealised Amer-
ica, as in Chapter 4.
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6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the fundamental processes that control rainfall over land compared
to ocean were studied using the idealised Atmospheric General Circulation Mod-
eling framework ‘Isca’ (Vallis et al., 2018 and Section 3). Based on the Matsuno-
Gill theory (Gill, 1980) and our results from Chapter 4, a source of Equatorial
surface heating – such as a tropical continent or warm ocean surface temper-
ature anomaly – would be expected to lead to anomalous ascent and stronger
rainfall over the heat source. This turned out to be true in three different surface
warming experiments, where the surface heating was due to a darkening of a
patch of ocean, a doubling of CO2 over land and ocean and when the albedo of
a land surface was reduced. However, when a patch of ocean was replaced by a
land surface, anomalous subsidence occurred over the continent and rainfall was
suppressed. Since lower-level temperatures over the source of surface warming
increased most in this case, temperature changes alone are not a good indicator
of rainfall changes (Maroon et al., 2016).
A more useful approach was to consider changes in precipitation in terms of
changes in the column-integrated MSE flux divergence ( FMSE ), following the
influential work of Neelin and Held (1987). An increase/decrease in FMSE was
associated with an increase/decrease in precipitation on a regional scale and in
the zonal mean in our simulations. Precipitation changes can be related directly
to changes of FMSE – and equivalently to changes in the net energy input to
the atmospheric column ( Fnet ) – if changes in the gross moist stability can be
neglected. While we provided evidence that  P is in fact more closely related
to  FMSE than to changes in the gross moist stability in our simulations, further
investigation into the assumption of constant  h in idealised simulations like ours
is called for.
At present, there is no clear theory that states under which circumstances  h
can be assumed to remain constant following a certain type of climate perturba-
tion (see Section 2.8). While several studies have successfully related changes in
tropical rainfall to changes in the atmospheric energy budget (Kang et al., 2008;
Donohoe et al., 2013; Frierson and Hwang, 2012) – implying that  h = const .
is a valid assumption in those cases (Seo et al., 2017) – more recent studies
of aquaplanets have shown that the gross moist stability can not generally be
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assumed to be constant (Wei and Bordoni, 2018; Seo et al., 2017).
In all of the above experiments, an annual-mean insolation profile was used
and hence there was no seasonal variability. Introducing the seasonal migration
of the Sun in a set-up with one idealised continent led to a monsoon-type rainfall
behaviour over land, with strong seasonal rainfall on the East Coast of the ide-
alised continent. The only difference between land and ocean in this simulation
was the surface hydrology, while the thermal inertias over land and ocean were
the same. The limited evaporation over land was enough to lead to a further pole-
ward migration of the ITCZ compared to the ocean. According to Privé and Plumb
(2007), the precipitation maximum is expected to be co-located or equatorward
of the near-surface moist static energy (MSEb ) maximum. The MSEb maximum
migrated further poleward over land compared to ocean in our simulation, which
might explain the ITCZ behaviour. We found that the sensible heat term domi-
nated the MSEb both over land and ocean. The maximum of sensible heat was
greater over land and migrated further poleward than over ocean, due to season-
ally limited soil moisture for evaporation over land poleward of about 10 . One
caveat of this conclusion is that while over land the precipitation maximum was
near or equatorward of the MSEb maximum, the opposite was true over oceans.
Privé and Plumb (2007) also observed this behavior in some aquaplanet simu-
lations, but further investigation into the relationship between rainfall and MSEb
over ocean is called for.
In a final set of experiments, the configuration from Chapter 4 and Pietschnig
et al. (2019) with two idealised continents representing South America and Africa
was revisited. As discussed in Chapter 4, the warming-induced Matsuno-Gill
type circulation anomaly over Africa leads to subsidence and hence drying to
its west. When America was placed 70  or 100  to the west of Africa into a
region where the African circulation anomaly led to ascent, rainfall over America
also increased. When the idealised American continent was moved closer to
idealised Africa into a region of anomalous subsidence, rainfall over idealised
America decreased with warming. Notably, the drying impact of idealised Africa
on idealised South America turned out to be largest when the two continents were
located 40  longitude apart, as in Chapter 4 and on Earth.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, the following three main questions were addressed (see Section
1.1):
1. Why is the Amazon basin projected to dry out whereas Equatorial Africa is
likely to receive more rainfall in the future, even though both regions see a
positive P   E in the unperturbed climate?
2. Why do plant physiological changes lead to an amplification of precipitation
change, i.e. more drying over the Amazon basin and more wetting over the
Maritime Continent compared to climate models without a representation of
vegetation?
3. What are the mechanisms controlling tropical rainfall and warming-induced
changes thereof over land versus ocean?
In this chapter, the motivation and research question for each chapter are briefly
repeated, followed by a summary of the most important findings and discussion
of their relevance in a broader context. While the results from this thesis provide
answers to the three questions stated above, they also raised further questions
which are discussed in Section 7.1.
Global warming is projected to enhance precipitation by about 1 - 3% per
Kelvin in the global mean, with increases near the Equator, decreases in the
subtropics and increases in the mid- to high-latitudes (Allen and Ingram, 2002;
Held and Soden, 2006; Collins et al., 2013). These precipitation changes roughly
follow the ‘wet-get-wetter’ principle, which states that regions where pre-industrial
precipitation exceeds evaporation (P  E > 0) will see an increase in precipitation
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with warming whereas regions in which P   E < 0 will see a decrease (Held and
Soden, 2006). While capturing zonal-mean and maritime precipitation change
( P ) well, this approximation is less appropriate over land (Chadwick et al., 2013;
Byrne and O’Gorman, 2015). Particularly over the Amazon basin, warming leads
to precipitation decreases (‘drying’). At the same latitude, a P increase (‘wetting’)
is projected over Equatorial Africa and the Maritime Continent. All three regions
see a strongly positive P  E in the pre-industrial climate. This zonally asymmetric
P response to warming was the main motivation for Chapter 4.
Using Isca, the University of Exeter’s framework for designing atmospheric
General Circulation Models (AGCMs, Vallis et al., 2018), the first question “Why
is the Amazon basin projected to dry out whereas Equatorial Africa is likely to re-
ceive more rainfall in the future, even though both regions see a positive P   E in
the unperturbed climate?” was addressed in Chapter 4. The first of two important
findings in this chapter was that soil moisture limitations on land-surface evapo-
ration contribute to the zonally asymmetric  P patterns over the Amazon basin
and Equatorial Africa under a doubling of CO2. The soil moisture constraint on
evaporation over land is parameterised in Isca using the ‘bucket model’ (Manabe,
1969), which was used in the first generation of Earth System Models (ESMs,
Bonan, 2008). In contrast, when land evaporation was only reduced by a con-
stant percentage compared to evaporation over ocean,  P was zonally uniform
and exhibited a ‘wet-get-wetter’ response over ocean and land. Hence, the land
surface cannot simply be seen as a passive component of the climate system,
since changes in the evaporative flux clearly modify rainfall patterns (Shukla and
Mintz, 1982).
The second important finding from Chapter 4 was that drying over the Amazon
basin is caused by circulation changes over Africa. This was shown in simulations
with two rectangular continents resembling tropical Africa and America in their
longitudinal extent and distance to each other, each spanning the entire tropical
band from 30 South to 30 North. Due to the CO2 forcing, ascent and precipitation
increased over idealised Equatorial Africa (10 S - 10 N). In accordance with the
Matsuno-Gill theory (Gill, 1980), this ascent led to subsidence and associated
reductions in relative humidity and precipitation over the Atlantic Ocean and over
idealised America south of the Equator (the ‘idealised Amazon basin’). In the
absence of the African continent, idealised America saw a widespread increase
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in rainfall. Hence, precipitation changes over South America are not independent
of rainfall changes over Equatorial Africa.
In Chapter 4, two mechanisms were therefore identified which contribute to
the zonally-asymmetric rainfall responses over Africa and South America due to
CO2 forcing: Limited soil moisture and an atmospheric teleconnection. The re-
sults from Chapter 4 were published in Geophysical Research Letters (Pietschnig
et al., 2019).
Precipitation changes over tropical land regions are amplified by the response
of vegetation to CO2 forcing in Earth System Models (ESMs). Plant physiological
changes lead to stronger drying of the Amazon basin and stronger wetting over
the Maritime Continent (Swann et al., 2016; Skinner et al., 2017; Chadwick et al.,
2017; Kooperman et al., 2018). Plants respond to a CO2 forcing by reducing
the conductance of the stomata on their leaves – the pathway for exchange of
moisture and CO2 with the atmosphere – potentially reducing evapotranspiration
(Sellers et al., 1996; Swann, 2018). However, leaf area also increases due to
CO2 fertilisation which might lead to more evapotranspiration, although changes
in leaf area are highly uncertain (Swann, 2018; Mahowald et al., 2016). In Earth
System Models, the vegetation response to CO2 forcing tends to be dominated
by changes in stomatal conductance, rather than leaf area (Swann et al., 2016;
Swann, 2018; Skinner et al., 2017). The amplification of  P due to vegetation
changes were the main motivation for Chapter 5.
The second question “Why do plant physiological changes lead to an am-
plification of precipitation change, i.e. more drying over the Amazon basin and
more wetting over the Maritime Continent compared to climate models without a
representation of vegetation?” was addressed in Chapter 5. The first of three
important findings in this chapter was that in an Isca simulation with realistic con-
tinents and topography, the parameterisation of reduced stomatal conductance
with a doubling of CO2 did in fact lead to the expected amplification of  P com-
pared to the simple bucket formulation from Chapter 4, despite the simplicity of
our vegetation model. This finding reinforces our statement from above, that
the land surface (this time including vegetation) interacts with the atmosphere
and thus modifies the climate response to CO2 forcing (Shukla and Mintz, 1982;
Bonan, 2008). While other effects of changes in the vegetation cover (such as
albedo and carbon flux changes, Charney, 1975, Bonan, 2008) have been ne-
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glected here, the finding that a decrease in stomatal conductance already leads
to a much stronger drying of the Amazon basin implies that deforestation – which
corresponds to a strong decrease in stomatal conductance in terms of evapotran-
spiration – could lead to a rainfall decrease in the region (Spracklen et al., 2018,
2012; Wright et al., 2017).
The second important result from Chapter 5 was based on a simulation with
an idealised, rectangular continent spanning 30 S to 30 N with an extent of 3 
longitude, approximately the width of Sulawesi in the Maritime Continent. For
this narrow island, P increased with increasing CO2 with the wetting around the
Equator being stronger when land-surface evaporation completely ceased with
warming than when stomata remained open. Surface temperatures increased
more when land-surface evaporation was zero, leading to an enhancement of
convection over the continent. This drew in moisture from the surrounding ocean,
resulting in heavy rainfall in the Equatorial region. Hence, despite the fact that no
moisture was provided to the atmosphere locally through evaporation, precipita-
tion was able to increase due to moisture advection from the surrounding ocean.
Our results confirm recent studies which explained the enhanced P increase over
the Maritime Continent due plant physiological responses through a similar mech-
anism (Saint-Lu et al., 2019; Chadwick et al., 2019; Kooperman et al., 2018).
The third major finding from Chapter 5 was that the enhancement of the dry-
ing over the idealised Amazon basin due to vegetation changes was caused by
local changes in E and P   E . Precipitation and the circulation over Equato-
rial Africa were insensitive to the decrease in stomatal conductance, and hence
the remote drying influence on the idealised Amazon basin (see Chapter 4) re-
mained the same with or without changes in stomatal conductance. Over ide-
alised America, P increased strongly along the Equator and to the north when
stomatal conductance was reduced by 50% with warming, and decreased in the
idealised Amazon basin even in the absence of idealised Africa. Essentially due
to high pre-industrial rainfall rates, evaporation along the Equator became ‘energy
limited’ in the perturbed climate according to the Budyko framework, and hence
did not increase in-step with P . The moisture for the enhancement of P along
the Equator and to the north was provided by moisture advection from other land
regions such as the idealised Amazon basin, thus reducing precipitation there. A
similar mechanism appeared to contribute to the drying of the Amazon basin in
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the simulation with realistic continents.
In summary, in Chapter 5 we found that a simple representation of changes in
stomatal conductance produced an amplification of  P as expected from ESMs,
suggesting that this mechanism might play a dominant role in ESM projections
(Skinner et al., 2017; Swann et al., 2016; Swann, 2018). Two important mecha-
nisms were identified which contribute to the amplification of  P . Over a small
island (such as Sulawesi in the Maritime Continent), enhanced moisture advec-
tion from the surrounding ocean overcompensates for the loss of moisture due
to ceased evaporation. The amplified drying in parts of the Amazon basin might
be connected to stronger P than E increases near the Equator. Moisture for
precipitation near the Equator must be provided from nearby land regions, which
dry out as a result. The results from Chapter 5 are currently being drafted as a
manuscript in collaboration with Prof. Abigail Swann, and will be submitted for
review soon.
The Matsuno-Gill theory of the tropical circulation (Gill, 1980) states that im-
posing a surface heating at the Equator – be it a warm sea surface temperature
anomaly or heating of a land mass – leads to enhanced ascent over the heat
source. This theory was applied in Chapter 4, as discussed above. However,
this triggered further questions regarding the type of surface warming. Does an
increase in surface temperatures over a land surface lead to the same circulation
response as heating of an ocean surface, and what happens when a land surface
replaces an ocean surface?
Monsoon-type behavior has been identified in aquaplanet simulations with suf-
ficiently shallow oceans so that a strong moist static energy gradient between the
summer and winter hemispheres can be established. This allows the intertropical
convergence zone (ITCZ) to rapidly move off the Equator into the summer hemi-
sphere (Geen et al., 2020; Bordoni and Schneider, 2008; Wei and Bordoni, 2018;
Geen et al., 2018). Since there are no land masses in an aquaplanet, the the-
ory of monsoons is moving away from the historical “large-scale land-sea breeze”
towards a regional manifestation of the seasonally migrating ITCZ.
In Chapter 6, we sought to address the third question “What are the mech-
anisms controlling tropical rainfall and warming-induced changes thereof over
land versus ocean?”, again designing idealised simulations in Isca. Four dif-
ferent types of surface warming were investigated: Reducing the albedo of a
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patch of ocean, replacing a patch of ocean by an idealised continent, imposing
a doubling of CO2 in a simulation with the idealised continent, and decreasing
the albedo of the idealised continent. In all but one case, the surface warm-
ing led to enhanced ascent and rainfall over the surface temperature anomaly.
However, when ocean was replaced by land, the strong decrease in atmospheric
water vapour over the continent led to subsidence despite the strong temperature
increase. Hence, our results confirm that temperatures alone are not a good in-
dicator of rainfall changes (Maroon et al., 2016). The moist-static energy budget
of the atmosphere provided a more useful framework for understanding rainfall
changes in the four surface warming scenarios described above. Relating local
rainfall changes to changes in the net energy input to the atmospheric column
(Fnet ) following Neelin and Held (1987), we found that P decreased in the case
where ocean was replaced by land because Fnet decreased, making rainfall over
the continent energetically less favourable.
In the simulations described above, the solar insolation was held fixed at
annual-mean values. In another simulation, the seasonal migration of the Sun
and consequent migration of the ITCZ was investigated over land and ocean.
Rainfall over land exhibited a monsoon-type behaviour with very strong rainfall on
the East Coast to the North of the Equator in one and to the South in the other
season, and weak rainfall along the Equator in the remaining two seasons. Sim-
ilar to the South America monsoon, the near-surface winds turned from mostly
easterly to having a cross-Equatorial component during the wet season (Marengo
et al., 2012; Geen et al., 2020).
The ITCZ migrated further poleward over land than over ocean in our simula-
tion. This finding was somewhat surprising, since the thermal inertia of land and
ocean were the same in our simulation. The only difference between the two do-
mains – the higher evaporative resistance over land – was sufficient to produce
a higher and more poleward near-surface moist static energy (MSE) maximum
over land compared to ocean, essentially due to high seasonal sensible heating
poleward of 10 . According to Privé and Plumb (2007), the near-surface MSE
maximum roughly marks the poleward limit of the P maximum.
The main findings from Chapter 6 concerning the controls on rainfall and pre-
cipitation change over land compared to ocean were: P increases when a patch
of ocean or land is warmed – as expected from the Matsuno-Gill theory – but the
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theory does not apply when changes in humidity are large. The atmospheric en-
ergy budget provides a more useful framework for understanding  P . Monsoon-
type behaviour was observed in a simulation where the thermal inertia of land
and ocean were the same, but evaporation over land was constrained.
7.1 Suggestions for future work
In Chapter 4, it was shown that circulation changes over idealised Equatorial
Africa led to a decrease in rainfall over the idealised Amazon basin. In this tele-
connection, South America was essentially passive. However, when soil moisture
feedbacks were neglected, the P response to warming was zonally uniform and
P increased over the Amazon basin. In this case, the drying influence of idealised
Equatorial Africa on South America vanished, despite the fact that P increased
strongly over idealised Equatorial Africa. This was partly due to the fact that the
teleconnection was weaker, which in itself is an interesting finding that merits fur-
ther analysis. In addition, local effects might have contributed to the drying in
the case with soil moisture feedbacks, analogous to our findings from Chapter 5
where we showed that local changes over South America amplify the remotely-
forced drying when stomatal conductance is reduced.
In order to further investigate the local and remote influences on drying over
South America in the simulation with soil moisture feedbacks (bucket model),
a spatially varying land-surface hydrology could be used with the bucket model
over Africa and a constant soil moisture conductance over America. If the ide-
alised Amazon basin still dries strongly in this case, then it would appear to be
essentially ‘passive’ in the original bucket model experiment, and local effects
only become important when evaporation is also constrained by stomatal con-
ductance. In contrast, if the Amazon basin gets wetter in this case, then local
evaporative feedbacks are needed in order to produce the overall drying.
Based on our simulations with the two idealised continents, and the fact that
 P in this simplified continental configuration captured  P patterns from complex
GCMs, we inferred that similar circulation changes might occur over Africa, lead-
ing to a drying of the Amazon basin in those models. This hypothesis should be
tested in more realistic simulations in Isca or in a complex GCM with only Africa,
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only South America and the two continents combined.
The length-scale of the Matsuno-Gill type teleconnection between Africa and
America was investigated in a series of ‘continental drift’ experiments in Chapter
6. A useful theoretical contribution to the field would be to develop a mathemat-
ical model which predicts the impact of circulation changes over one continent
depending on the distance between the two and the strength of the circulation
anomaly.
In addition, we briefly discussed the impact of a hemispherically symmetric
annual mean sea surface temperature distribution on precipitation change over
land in Chapter 4. When the annual mean temperature maximum was centered at
the Equator, rainfall increased over the Amazon basin in the idealised and realistic
simulations. According to previous studies, the location of the ITCZ is sensitive to
the meridional SST gradient, albeit the energy budget of the atmosphere provides
a more reliable framework (Kang et al., 2008; Donohoe et al., 2013; Maroon et al.,
2016). In addition, SST anomalies play a central role in tropical precipitation
change (Chadwick et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2010; Neelin and Held, 1987). While
the SST distribution was not the focus of this thesis, further investigation is called
for in the future, linking the location of the ITCZ and continental rainfall changes
for the two different SST distributions to atmospheric energy transports.
In Chapter 5, we proposed one possible mechanism for the local drying re-
sponse over the idealised Amazon basin when stomatal conductance decreases
with warming. Due to energetic constraints on evaporation in the Equatorial re-
gion of idealised America – which were essentially a consequence of the high
rainfall rates in the unperturbed climate – evaporation did not increase in step with
precipitation. Therefore, moisture for the precipitation increase was provided from
the surrounding land regions, reducing the humidity available for rainfall there,
thus drying out the idealised Amazon basin. A similar mechanism might have
contributed to drying of parts of the Amazon basin in the simulation with realistic
continents.
Currently, the causal relationship between the increase in P   E near the
Equator and decrease in the idealised Amazon basin remains unclear. In future
work, model data with a higher temporal resolution (hourly instead of monthly)
will be saved and analysed, in order to investigate whether the P   E increase
at the Equator occurs first, leading to the stronger moisture flux divergence in the
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idealised Amazon basin or whether the response in the latter region precedes the
Equatorial response.
In Chapter 6, we found that a monsoon-type behaviour was exhibited over
land even when the heat capacities of land and ocean were the same, only due
to limited evaporation over land. We discussed that the farther poleward migra-
tion of the ITCZ over land compared to ocean can be understood in terms of
the near-surface moist static energy (MSEb , Privé and Plumb, 2007). While our
results agreed with the theory over land, in that the precipitation maximum was
co-located with or equatorward of the MSEb maximum, the same was not true
over the ocean. Privé and Plumb (2007) mentioned a similar behaviour in some
aquaplanet simulations. Since the ‘land’ in our simulation was very similar to the
ocean bar the surface hydrology, it would be interesting to see at which point
Privé and Plumb’s theory starts to ‘break down’. This could be investigated in
simulations where the ‘land’ properties are gradually changed from being equal
to ocean to being more representative of an actual continent with higher albedo,
lower thermal inertia and higher resistance to evaporation.
Those experiments would also yield interesting results concerning the strength
of precipitation over land. A lower thermal inertia over land would be expected to
result in a much larger zonal moist static energy contrast between land and ocean
as land-surface temperatures and turbulent fluxes more closely follow the sea-
sonal migration of the Sun. This would impact the zonal circulation and advection
of moisture onto the continent, impacting continental rainfall and thus essentially
monsoon behavior. In the sense that the summer monsoons can be viewed as
a regional manifestation of the ITCZ over land, additionally being influenced by
characteristics of the land-surfaces, these experiments could provide interesting
insight into the importance of different features of the land-surface relative to each
other and the large-scale circulation.
Finally, I have discussed ideas for future work on investigating paleo-monsoons
in Isca with Prof. Dan Lunt and Dr. Alex Farnsworth at the University of Bristol. In
their recent work, Farnsworth et al. (2019) showed that changes in paleogeogra-
phy, rather than CO2 concentrations led to variations in the East-Asian monsoon
strength over the past 150 million years. One of the key mechanisms proposed in
their study is a shift of the west Pacific warm pool towards the central Pacific, mod-
ifying the Walker circulation and leading to a drier East-Asian monsoon during the
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Late Cretaceous (100.5 - 66 million years ago). We propose to use the continental
configurations from their study for a wetter and a drier East Asian monsoon pe-
riod in Isca, with and without topography, and with a slab ocean or with prescribed
sea surface temperature distributions derived from their study. With these exper-
iments, it might be possible to provide further evidence supporting their findings,
or to identify novel mechanisms controlling the East-Asian monsoon over the past
150 million years. The advantage of using Isca (or other idealised Atmospheric
GCM), particularly in this case would be the computational efficiency and thus
ease of testing hypotheses compared to the authors’ original experiments with
a coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM, which required several thousand years of
spin-up until near-equilibrium was reached. By prescribing the sea-surface tem-
perature distributions from their study or using a mixed-layer ocean, this step can
be bypassed.
7.2 Concluding Remarks
The findings presented in this thesis have contributed to the understanding of
tropical precipitation change due to increasing CO2 concentrations, particularly
over the Amazon basin, Equatorial Africa and the Maritime Continent. The precip-
itation decrease in the Amazon basin has been connected to limited evaporation
over land and enhanced rainfall over Equatorial Africa. Local mechanisms over
South America lead to an amplification of this drying when vegetation changes
are included. Over a narrow island such as Sulawesi in the Maritime Continent,
moisture advection from the surrounding ocean leads to strong precipitation, par-
ticularly in the absence of any continental evaporation. The energy budget of
the atmosphere provides a more reliable diagnostic framework for precipitation
changes in response to a surface warming than the Matsuno-Gill theory, particu-
larly when atmospheric moisture changes occur together with the warming of the
surface.
These results provide answers to the questions what drives zonally asym-
metric precipitation responses in the tropics, why these rainfall anomalies are
amplified when vegetation changes are included and which mechanisms control
tropical rainfall and precipitation changes over land and ocean. The findings from
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this thesis also raised several new questions which have been outlined in the
previous section as a guidance for future research.
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Appendix
In Chapter 4, Welch’s t-test was used in order to determine in which regions the
precipitation change exceeds the natural variability in an experiment with realistic
continents and bucket hydrology. In order to apply Welch’s t-test, the python
function ttest_ind from the scipy.stats module for unequal variances was used.
Welch’s t-test, an adaptation of Student’s t-test for samples with unequal vari-
ances, can be used to assess whether the means of two samples are sufficiently
different in order to reject the ‘null-hypothesis’ of equal means (Welch, 1947; Der-
rick et al., 2016). In this case, we tested – at each model grid-point – whether the
time-series of annual-mean precipitation in the perturbed climate was significantly
different from the time-series in the control climate.



















N 21 · (N1   1)
+
s42
N 22 · (N2   1)
(A2)
separately for each grid-point, based on the sample means (Xi ), the sample stan-
dard deviations (si ) and the sample sizes (Ni ), where the subscript i denotes
sample 1 and 2, and in our case the two samples are the time-series of annual
mean precipitation in the control climate (Sample 1) and perturbed climate (Sam-
ple 2). Based on the test statistic (t ) and the degrees of freedom (⌫), the shape
of the t-distribution is determined. The two-tailed test then determines the prob-
ability (the p-value) that the value of t would be less than or greater than what
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we obtained through the calculation if the null-hypothesis of equal means were
in fact true, and hence could not be rejected. The p-value is equal to the area
under the t-distribution to the left of  t plus the area under the t-curve to the right
of +t , where t is calculated using Equation A1. If this p-value is lower than the
threshold ↵ (here ↵ = 0.05), we reject the null hypothesis of equal means, and
hence detect a significant change in climate rather than internal variability in this
grid-point.
In order to apply Welch’s t-test we need to be able to make the assumption
that the means of the samples follow a normal distribution, and that the data are
independent. Unlike for Student’s t-test, the assumption of equal variances does
not need to be made for Welch’s t-test.
The Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to assess whether a normal distribution can
be assumed in each grid-point (Ghasemi and Zahediasl, 2012). The Shapiro-
Wilk test was performed using the function shapiro from the scipy.stats module in
python. Figure A1 shows the p-value for the Shapiro-Wilk test in each grid-point
for the control climate, where all p-values less than 0.05 have been masked.
Where the p-value is less than 0.05, the null-hypothesis of a normal distribution
has to be rejected, and thus strictly speaking the first assumption for the Welch’s
t-test is not fulfilled.
Figure A1: p-values from the Shapiro-Wilk test for the time-series of annual mean con-
trol precipitation for the RC experiment with realistic continents, topography and bucket
hydrology from Chapter 4. Masked areas indicate where the p-value is less than 0.05 and
hence the null-hypothesis of normal distribution must be rejected, i.e. we can not assume
a normal distribution of the data in that grid-point.
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We performed Welch’s t-test on the time-series of annual mean data, which
are more likely to fulfill the independence criterion compared to monthly data.
Figure A2 shows the one-year lagged auto-correlation coefficient, with |r|   0.3
masked. The auto-correlation was performed using the python function pearsonr
from the scipy.stats module with a lag of one year. Generally, the auto-correlation
is low (less than 0.3), with only a few locations that have a correlation coefficient
greater than 0.3.
Figure A2: Pearson correlation coefficient of one-year lagged auto-correlation for the
time-series of annual mean control precipitation from the RC experiment from Chapter 4.
Masked areas (white) indicate where the correlation coefficient is greater than 0.3 or less
than -0.3, i.e. we can not assume independence of the data in that grid-point.
Figure A3 is the same as Figure 4.2 from the main text, but with the areas
masked where either the Shapiro-Wilk test has a p-value > 0.05 (and hence the
assumption of normal distribution of the data is not fulfilled), or where the auto-
correlation is greater than 0.3 (and hence the data are less likely to be indepen-
dent). Most areas are masked due to the assumption of normal distribution not
being fulfilled. In the masked areas (for example the desert regions of Africa and
Australia, which are not of central importance to this thesis, but also over parts
of South America), the Welch’s t-test is less robust and the results should be
interpreted with caution.
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Figure A3: Precipitation change (colours) for the RC experiment from Chapter 4. Masked
areas (white) show regions where one of the assumptions for the Welch’s t-test (normality
or independence) is not fulfilled. Stippling indicates regions where Welch’s t-test suggests
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